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Introduction

European interwar realism, both in photography and the broader visual arts, is an

exercise in strangeness. It exists seemingly as an aberration to the art historical timeline,

with the idyllic pictorialism of post-World War I portraiture, landscape, and still life

following the stripped-down, blunt abstraction of Malevich’s 1915 Black Square. Indeed,

it seems likely that — at least in part — this realism’s anomalous qualities spurred the

widespread backlash that many critics have leveled against it. Where such a realism

would have presumably found widespread acceptance several decades prior, such as

during the 19th century when adherence to nature dominated visual production, it became

a subject of ire in the 1920s and early 1930s.

Initially, realism’s post-World War I revival was met with interest, even

excitement, which manifested in writings and exhibitions in the early to mid 1920s. It

appeared to be a total paradigmatic reversal from those newly abstract styles that had

dominated the pre-war and wartime art sphere, including Expressionism and Cubism,

prompting many to conclude that it was a direct reaction against those earlier styles.1

German historian and art critic Franz Roh termed this new realism “Post-Expressionism,”

directly highlighting its reactionary qualities. He reasoned that realism’s reinvigoration

came into being as an expected corollary of Expressionism, whose progressive object

dematerialization provoked in artists a newfound desire for the concrete. Roh was careful

1 Rose-Carol Washton Long, ed., German Expressionism: Documents from the End of the
Wilhelmine Empire to the Rise of National Socialism (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of
California Press, 1995), Refer to the included essays by G.F Hartlaub (pp. 290-292) and Franz Roh (pp.
292-295) as well as the accompanying commentary by Washton Long.
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to note that the reemergence of realism was “not simply a revival of 19th century

naturalism,” but rather a decisive pivot indicating a burgeoning importance placed upon

man’s own somatic experience of the world.2 He observed that “[o]nly since art became

abstract could what was experienced as vague, empty, unsatisfying be newly transfused

with the feeling for objects, become a fundamental experience again. Only after this

revitalization could the relationship to objects again become the special pleasure of

painting.”3

German art historian Gustav Hartlaub similarly signaled a rising interest in this

new realism when he put out a call in 1923 for painters working in a realistic style, whose

work he wished to cull into an exhibition. With this exhibition, which opened in 1925,

Hartlaub labeled Germany’s newly realistic brand of painting with the moniker Neue

Sachlichkeit, denoting the movement’s newfound sobriety that emerged in the aftermath

of Expressionism’s exuberance. But Hartlaub saw Neue Sachlichkeit painting as a

counter to not merely the wild vitality of Expressionism, but also to the vicissitudes of

German interwar existence. He remarked in 1925 that, “buffeted as we are by the most

profound upsets and wild fluctuations in our lives and values, we see the … move toward

topical, restrained findings in some, the emphasis on concreteness, the technical precision

in all.”4

4 Gustav Hartlaub, “G.F. Hartlaub, Preface to Catalogue of Neue Sachlichkeit Exhibition,
Mannheim, 1925,” in German Expressionism: Documents from the End of the Wilhelmine Empire to the
Rise of National Socialism, ed. Rose-Carol Washton Long (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of
California Press, 1993), 291.

3 Roh, 294.

2 Franz Roh, “Franz Roh, from Post-Expressionism, Magic Realism: Problems of Recent European
Painting, 1925,” in German Expressionism: Documents from the End of the Wilhelmine Empire to the Rise
of National Socialism, ed. Rose-Carol Washton Long (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of
California Press, 1993), 294.
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Although Roh and Hartlaub had both viewed the return to realism as a logical, if

not positive, occurrence, within several years few contemporaries would share their view.

This was especially the case for photographic realism, which appeared to technologically

aestheticize objects in a way that projected a false reality. This became a core issue for

German Neue Sachlichkeit still life photography, which appeared not only to participate

in such a process of technological aestheticization, but also seemed to glorify an icon of

capitalist hegemony: the commodity. That is, its realism claimed to proffer a strict

objectivity, but presented instead an objectivity laced with ornamentalized prevarication.

In 1934, German cultural critic and philosopher Walter Benjamin asserted that the

artworks of prominent Neue Sachlichkeit photographer Albert Renger-Patzsch embodied

“New Objective photography at its peak.”5 These images, he contended, proffered a

perniciously romanticized view of a crumbling German state, noting that they “succeeded

in transforming even abject poverty -- by apprehending it in a fashionably perfected

manner -- into an object of enjoyment. ”6 According to Benjamin, by presenting the

aestheticized, processed afterimage of banal existence such images grind up the products

of proletarian struggle and, in a decidedly perverse fashion, reconstitute them as fodder

for the apparatus of mass consumption. Rather than plainly acknowledging a world

marked by the searing trauma of World War I and its resulting political conflicts, Neue

Sachlichkeit photography succeeded only in beautifying the interwar situation to a point

of unreality.

6 Benjamin, 87.

5 Walter Benjamin, “The Author as Producer,” in The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological
Reproducibility and Other Writings on Media, ed. Brigid Doherty, Michael Jennings, and Thomas Levin,
trans. Edmund Jephcott, Rodney Livingstone, and Howard Eiland (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2008), 87.
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With the quickening of interest in Benjamin scholarship in the late 1970s, this

attitude became ingrained in art historical discourse. Expanding upon and intensifying the

acrimony of Benjamin’s assertions, art historian Benjamin Buchloh posited in 1981 that

all paintings associated with the return to order, within Germany and beyond, were

imbricated with the rise of authoritarianism.7 In his 1984 essay titled Figures of Authority,

Ciphers of Regression, Buchloh suggests that “the attitudes of the Neue Sachlichkeit and

Pittura Metafisica cleared the way for a final takeover by such outright authoritarian

styles of representation as Fascist painting in Germany and Italy and socialist realism in

Stalinist Russia.”8 For contemporary support, Buchloh points to Georg Lukács, who

argues that “[t]he realism of the Neue Sachlichkeit is so obviously apologetic and leads

so clearly away from any poetic reproduction of reality that it can easily merge with the

Fascist legacy.”9

Proving the innocence of European realism, even merely German realism, is not

the task of this investigation. In fact, many of these artists were indeed involved with

fascist ventures and cannot be exonerated of Benjamin’s or Buchloh’s allegations.

Instead, I seek to add nuance to the genre, to pry bits and pieces of German realism away

from authoritarian associations, as I find statements that monolithically align such a

realism in its entirety with fascism to succeed only in awarding fascism with that much

more power. Moreover, the wholesale smearing of an entire genre is irresponsible

methodologically. Conflating a specific political ideology with the Neue Sachlichkeit

9 Lukács quoted in Buchloh, 43.

8 Buchloh, 43.

7 Benjamin Buchloh, “Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression: Notes on the Return of
Representation in European Painting,” October 16, no. Spring 1981 (1981), 43.
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genre constitutes a violent gesture commensurate with labeling all abstract art as

“degenerate.”  Thus, the act of nuancing perceptions of the genre is a contemporary step

away from fascist tendencies.

In order to do this, I will be focusing on Neue Sachlichkeit photography (the

subset of German realism that Benjamin took greatest issue with), concentrating

specifically on still life photography due to its proximity to capitalist visual modalities

like advertising. This project investigates the Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph by

way of the ornament, asking whether or not it is the images’ ornamentality that makes

them either regressive or progressive modes of depiction. In this investigation, I argue

that it is the Neue Sachlichkeit artists' engagement with various aspects of the ornament

that affords the still life objects within their photographs a sense of subjectivity, agency,

and latent, yet not always explicit, animacy.

Beyond nuancing perceptions of Neue Sachlichkeit photography, this

investigation seeks to complicate several of the terms associated with the genre. First

among these terms is “ornament,” which has historically been categorized as a term

referring to things that are useless beyond their engagements with aesthetics and beauty.10

Indeed, architectural theorist Adolf Loos argued that “the evolution of culture is

synonymous with the removal of ornament from utilitarian objects.”11 Both thinkers cast

11 Adolf Loos, “Ornament and Crime,” in Programs and Manifestoes on 20th-Century
Architecture, n.d, 20.

10 Immanuel Kant, “The Critique of Judgement,” in The Norton Anthology of Theory and
Criticism, ed. Vincent B. Leitch (New York, NY; London, UK: W.W. Norton & Company, 2001), 505. Kant
argued that we perceive beauty “[w]hen the form of an object (rather than what is material in its
presentation, viz., in sensation) is judged in mere reflection on it (without regard to a concept that is to be
acquired from it) to be the basis of a pleasure in such an object’s presentation.” In other words, beauty is
divorced from all forms of purposiveness that aren’t aesthetic. Following this logic, ornament is likewise
bound up in uselessness beyond its aesthetic functions.
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ornament as a natural antipode to revolutionary use value. But let us also account for the

utilitarian qualities of the objects included in the Neue Sachlichkeit still lifes. Historian

Bill Brown observes that “[w]e begin to confront the thingness of objects when they stop

working for us: when the drill breaks, when the car stalls, when the windows get filthy,

when the flow within the circuits of production and distribution, consumption and

exhibition, has been arrested, however momentarily.”12 In other words, objects assert their

subjectivity upon losing utility. It stands to reason that the same phenomenon would

occur when an object becomes an aesthetic sign and loses functional utility upon its

representation in a photograph. As such, this investigation does not take ornament as the

absence of utilitarian purpose, but rather as a facilitator for new forms of agency within

everyday objects. I also use this project to highlight Siegfried Kracauer’s definition of

ornament, in which he argues that ornament functions as an outward shell that blocks

one’s view of the systems bodying forth that ornament.13 I will return to this definition

later in this introduction.

The second term in need of reconsideration is objectivity.14 Historians Lorraine

Daston and Peter Galison define objectivity as “blind sight, seeing without inference,

interpretation, or intelligence,” noting that “to be objective is to aspire to knowledge that

bears no trace of the knower -- knowledge unmarked by prejudice or skill, fantasy or

judgment, wishing or striving.”15 Benjamin was critical of the Neue Sachlichkeit genre

15 Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York, NY: Zone Books, 2007), 17.

14 The German word “Sachlichkeit” has no direct English equivalent but is typically translated to
“objectivity.” Other common translations include “New Sobriety” and “New Matter-of-Factness.”

13 Siegfried Kracauer, “The Mass Ornament,” in The Mass Ornament: Weimar Essays, ed. Thomas
Y. Levin (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 75-86.

12 Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28, no. 1 (Autumn 2001), 4.
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because, although the artists associated with it claimed to provide an objective view in

accordance with Daston and Galison’s contemporary definition, he identified clear

mediation (antithetical to objectivity) in its images. To Benjamin, the assertion of

objectivity thus functioned as an exercise in prevarication, as it casted a mediated view

entrenched in capitalism as a disinterested image. In this investigation, I approach

“objectivity” as a visual motif through which to reveal underlying structures. Rather than

criticizing the mediated aspects of Neue Sachlichkeit photography, I explore how this

very mediation alters visual representations of the depicted objects in a manner that

exposes (rather than conceals, as Benjamin argues) the objects’ capitalist underpinnings.

In the spirit of nuancing perceptions and terminology surrounding Neue

Sachlichkeit photography, I will look past the genre’s most prominent member -- Albert

Renger-Patszch -- to examine some of its more obscure members. Throughout this

investigation I will concentrate my efforts on the still life photography of the artists

Gerda Leo, a lesser known Neue Sachlichkeit constituent, and Aenne Biermann, a

successful Jewish Neue Sachlichkeit photographer. Both women were engaged in

experimental photographic modes that deserve reexamination and redemption.

Leo’s engagement with photographic practice was regretfully short-lived, as she

ceased artistic production upon marrying Dutch photographer Jacob d’Oliveira in 1932.

Nevertheless, having amassed a sizable oeuvre throughout the course of her short career,

her involvement within the Neue Sachlichkeit genre cannot be overlooked. A student at

the Workshops of the City of Halle, The State and Municipal School of the Applied Arts

at Burg Giebichenstein from 1926-1932, Leo conducted her formal training in an

7



environment that heavily prioritized commercial practicalities. Hans Finsler, a Swiss

photographer and art historian whose work engaged in both the fine art and commercial

poles of photographic practice, acted as her mentor, thus shaping her practice, to an

extent, in the image of his own. One would therefore assume that Leo adhered to the

basic tenets of advertising imagery, which foreground the beautification of the depicted

object, but Leo regarded advertising with disdain, lamenting its nagging presence within

the Burg Giebichenstein classrooms.16 Furthermore, her photographs reveal an

exuberance surrounding distortions of pictorial surface and perspective; even within their

“realisms,” they present the viewer with compositions that seem wildly unhinged from

traditional pictorial modes.

Biermann’s photographic career was similarly brief, having only begun following

the birth of her children, Helga and Gerd, in 1921 and 1923, respectively, and ending just

prior to her early death from liver disease in 1933. Born into a wealthy Jewish family,

Biermann first took up photography in a recreational capacity, shooting photographs

primarily of her children through the year 1925. In 1926 the self-taught photographer

broadened her subject matter to include people outside her family, landscapes, and --

most important to the current investigation -- quotidian objects. Her work drew the

attention of German historian, photographer, and art critic Franz Roh, who bolstered her

career both by facilitating the artist’s first solo exhibition at the Munich-based

Graphisches Kabinett of Günter Franke and by authoring an article on her photography in

the October 1928 Kunstblatt. Her artistic reach quickly grew from one of a hobbyist to

16 Klaus Göltz and T.O. Immisch, Gerda Leo: Photographien 1926-1932 (Leipzig, GER:
Connewitzer Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1994), 13.
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that of high influence, eliciting comparisons to artists such as Albert Renger-Patzsch.17

Similarly to Renger-Patzsch’s, Biermann’s photographs display a closeup examination of

the object as a collection of abstracted forms. Rather than appearing as whole objects, her

photographed subjects seem to break apart into collections of pure shapes.

I am not alone in my desire to add nuance to broader perceptions of the

reemergence of European realism. In 2014, historian Devin Fore published his book,

Realism After Modernism: The Rehumanisation of Art and Literature, which functions as

a response to Buchloh’s 1981 critique.18 In his text, Fore argues that the interwar body,

being imbricated with technology, imbues realism with a commensurate technological

bias. Thus, while realism may appear to be a product of authoritarianism and the

manifestation of desires for pre-modernism, realism’s very reemergence is a marker of its

own calculatedness.19 Most germane to my own investigation is Fore’s chapter on the

photography of Lazslo Moholy-Nagy. In this chapter, Fore unpacks Moholy-Nagy’s work

through the lens of perspective, contending that, although the artist’s use of any sort of

perspectival framework appeared outwardly regressive when compared to the complete

eschewal of all perspective evinced by the Dadaists and other contemporaries, it was in

fact revolutionary for the way that it recreated for the viewer the experience of modern

living. Thus, according to Fore, what is usually deemed conservative in Moholy-Nagy’s

work is actually a vehicle for experimentation.20

20 Fore, 20, 26.
19 Fore, 8-10.

18 Devin Fore, Realism After Modernism: The Rehumanisation of Art and Literature (Cambridge,
MA: The MIT Press, 2012).

17 Hans-Michael Koetzle, “‘She Gently Grasps the Things Her Eyes See’: Notes on the Reprint of
Aenne Biermann: 60 Fotos,” in Aenne Biermann: 60 Photos (Berlin, Germany: K. G. a. A. Verlag, 1930),
89–92.
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My investigation adopts a similar approach regarding Neue Sachlichkeit

photography. Benjamin’s most strident critique of the genre was that the Neue

Sachlichkeit photograph ornamentalized the depicted subject, and that the genre therefore

generated an aesthetic that actually occluded verity in the objects it portrayed, rather than

emphasized it. Further, he maintained that it was the Neue Sachlichkeit photograph’s

ornamentality and obstructive properties that aligned the genre more closely with

advertising than with more outwardly revolutionary art.21 But I contend that it is within

their ornamental qualities that the photographs adopt a radically revolutionary use value.

This is because these images’ ornamentality lays to bear the inherent capitalism-laced

perniciousness of the objects depicted, thus restoring the images’ political power by the

agency they afford to the viewer.

To some extent, Benjamin is recapitulating Kracauer’s conceptualization of the

ornament in his critique of Neue Sachlichkeit photography. In 1923, Kracauer casted the

ornament as an agent of obstruction, noting that its “closure is brought about by emptying

all the substantial constructs of their contents.”22 Or, in other words, the ornament is an

aesthetic surface that effaces its own constituent parts to present its viewer with a distinct,

visually-oriented unreality.23 Having read Kracauer’s Mass Ornament near the beginning

of this project, I began thinking of each subsequent text that I read in relation to

Kracauer’s theory. It became a key theoretical framework for this investigation.

23 Ornament would thus seem antithetical to realism or “objectivity,” both of which are typically
taken to mean a visual approach that does not occlude anything. We can therefore take ornament to be a
realism which has had its “unbeautiful” parts erased in such a manner that the original is “blocked” from
view.

22 Kracauer, 77.

21 Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” 528. Benjamin compared Neue Sachlichkeit directly
to Dadaism, which he saw as a far more politically engaged art form.
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Kracauer’s theory proved especially influential to my reading of Marx. Over fifty

years prior to the publication of Kracauer’s essay, Karl Marx, in his 1867 text Capital,

argued that “commodities, and the value relation between the products of labour which

stamps them as commodities, have absolutely no connection to their physical properties

and with the material relations arising therefrom.”24 I realized that Marx’s conception of

the commodity seemed to function similarly to Kracauer’s of the ornament, in which the

aesthetic exterior of the commodity -- which is itself useless -- occludes the capitalist

system that bodies forth that object.

This seemed to tie in with Benjamin’s critique of Neue Sachlichkeit photography,

as he argues that the Neue Sachlichkeit photograph functions essentially as an ornament

in and of itself. I realized that I could think of the Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph

like layers of ornamental strata. That is, the commodities depicted in these photographs

function as ornaments as stated by Marx, and -- according to Benjamin -- their

re-presentation in the form of the photograph then further ornamentalizes them.

This is also when I started to think about advertising as it relates to Neue

Sachlichkeit still life. Part of Benjamin’s critique of the genre was that it was far too

similar to contemporary advertising to be deemed anything other than an affirmation of

capitalism. I realized that advertising added yet another layer to the ornamental

delamination. If the commodity is an ornament, and the act of photographing the object

aestheticizes it and makes it an ornament, then the act of making that photograph into an

advertisement further ornamentalizes the ornament by acting as an overt affirmation of

24 Karl Marx, “The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof,” in Capital: A Critique of
Political Economy, ed. Friedrich Engels, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling, vol. 1 (Mineola, NY:
Dover Publications, 2011), 83.
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the capitalist system that hides that system’s more gritty parts. Indeed, Theodore Adorno

deemed ornament as a critical component of publicity, observing that “[i]f an

advertisement were strictly functional, without ornamental surplus, it would no longer

fulfill its purpose as advertisement.”25 The ornamental photograph of the ornamental

commodity thus gains yet another layer of ornamentation on finding use value as an

advertisement.

This investigation organizes itself around these three strata of the ornament as

they relate to Neue Sachlichkeit photography and animacy. Chapter one engages with the

power in the ornament itself, exploring how the ornamentality of the photograph can

imbue the photographed object with subjectivity. In chapter two, I begin to contend with

how Marx’s conception of the commodity as both an ornament and a semi-animate entity

in and of itself combines with the photograph’s ornamentality to display for the viewer

the deleterious qualities of the depicted commodity. Chapter three holds the Neue

Sachlichkeit still life photograph in comparison to the advertisement, itself an agent of

ornamentality, in order to argue that the still life actually works counter to the

advertisement’s program.

25 Theodor Adorno, “Functionalism Today,” Oppositions Summer 1979, no. 17 (1979), 33.
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Chapter One: Ornament

This chapter argues that the Neue Sachlichkeit still life, by virtue of its

ornamentality, is a mode of image-making that is tightly bound to power. Because of its

engagement with the ornament, the still life maintains the ability to endow the objects

depicted within it a latent subjectivity, thereby asserting their status as acting agents

within the image.

In both art and in philosophy, ornament is a strange thing. Seemingly nestled in

the peripheries of existence, ornament is concerned not with essential facets of being, but

rather with what appear to be shallow externalities. It is the delicate tracery that adorns

the building, not the building itself; it is the seemingly arbitrary miasma of frenetic

tic-like strokes upon the impressionist painting, not the forms which emerge from the

coalescence of those strokes. In nearly all accounts, ornamentality seems to be that which

is secondary to some more solid and perhaps more important base structure; it is

decoration.

And yet the ornament has been met with a level of both praise and criticism that

seems inappropriate to a genre of aesthetics that concerns itself primarily with mere

decoration. Such attention would seem to wrest ornament from peripheral status and cast

it into the limelight of utmost importance. Or, perhaps, this attention reveals a power that

naturally inheres within the ornament and is and always has been present within it. In this

case, it would seem that that which appears to exist on the fringes of consequence is

actually of the utmost effect.

13



Immanuel Kant was privy to the ornament’s power when he authored his 1790

“Critique of Judgement.” In this text, he refers to ornaments as “charms,” which can be

best described as outwardly agreeable things that appear in many instances to be

beautiful. However, these charms are not beautiful according to Kant’s strict definition of

the term. This is because they are bound up in personal interest and thus cannot be the

object of a universal appeal. In Kant’s words, “charms are frequently not only included

with beauty, as a contribution toward a universal aesthetic liking, but are even themselves

passed off as beauties, so that the matter of the liking is passed off as the form.”26 That is,

ornaments feign true beauty.

But though the charm is not itself beautiful, it is necessary in encouraging one’s

interest in those things that it adorns, and thus is of great consequence in affording power

to the object’s base structure. Critical theorist Olivia Custer has investigated this

power-laden ornamental aspect of Kant’s conception of the charm, noting that the charm

is deeply imbricated with the process of leading one towards beautiful things. She

observes that “in the fine arts, ornaments serve beauty, of which they do not partake, by

capturing and sustaining attention, thus creating the occasion for a judgement of taste.”27

That is, rather than being the perpetrator of beauty, the ornament -- by way of the charm

-- facilitates one’s engagement with true beauty. Custer draws a connection between

ornaments and Kant’s conception of parerga, noting that the parerga (which act as

accompaniments to virtuous acts) are “pretending to be parading as virtue” in order to

27 Olivia Custer, “Ornaments’ Work: The Efficacy of Kant’s ‘Parerga,’” Tijdschrift Voor Filosofie
60, no. 3 (n.d.): 559.

26 Kant, 514. Here one sees the beguiling aspects of the ornament manifested in the form of the
charm. That is, the charm is a thing that feigns being a more profound object than it actually is in truth.
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lead one towards executing a truly virtuous act.28 She observes that, by extension, “[t]he

accessories to the act are not simply there to create a diversion and open up an

opportunity for the act; they seem to be masterminding the entire event. If so, they are

rather more than mere accessories; they are in fact the perpetrators of the act.”29

Assessing Custer’s theory in more general terms, one may deduce that the ornament

directs the more substantive power by acting as a lubricating agent of sorts. It allows the

disseminated message (in Kant’s case, beauty) to be absorbed that much more efficiently.

Loos was far more critical than Kant in his assessment of the ornament. In his

1908 essay, “Ornament and Crime,” Loos characterizes ornament as perniciously

anachronistic. “We have outgrown ornament,” he argues, noting that “[t]he evolution of

culture is synonymous with the removal of ornament from utilitarian objects.”30

Ornament’s existence, he argues, stems not from intellectual direction, but from

humanity’s more base urges; it is a vestige of the erotically-motivated early human, who

produced ornaments in order to allay feelings of sexual frustration. He reasons that it is

because of these uncultured beginnings that ornament becomes imbricated with those

more contemptible fragments of society. Going a step further, Loos maintains that “not

only is ornament produced by criminals but also a crime is committed through the fact

that ornament inflicts serious injury on people’s health, on the national budget and hence

on cultural evolution.”31 He cites as evidence both the higher consumer-paid price of

ornamented items as compared to plain counterparts and the long labor periods required

31 Loos, 21.
30 Loos, 20.
29 Custer, 566.
28 Custer, 566.
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to produce ornamented goods, which together oppress the working man. That is, by Loos’

logic, which affords ornament a significant amount of power, ornament functions as a

marker of disreputability while simultaneously affecting harm through its very form.

Like Loos, Kracauer identified harmful qualities of the ornament, arguing that the

ornament transfers to human bodies in a way that results in their dehumanization and

degradation. These qualities spurred Kracauer to author his 1923 text “The Mass

Ornament,” in which he employs as a metaphor the ornamentality of the Tiller Girls, an

American synchronized dance troupe who specialized in forming their bodies into

larger-than-life, undulating macro-images when viewed from above. The Tiller Girls’

performances, Kracauer argues, succeed in creating a mass ornament that drains the

participating Tiller Girls of their subjective wholeness. Prior to their engagement with the

ornament, each girl is a fully-formed being, subjective in her humanity and personality.

But once she employs her body to make a grander shape, she forfeits her subjective

wholeness in service to the ornament. In Kracauer’s words, “[t]he Tiller Girls can no

longer be reassembled into human beings after the fact. Their mass gymnastics are never

performed by the fully preserved bodies, whose contortions defy rational understanding.

Arms, thighs, and other segments are the smallest component parts of the composition.”32

Kracauer locates the ornament’s most malignant aspect within this process of

dismemberment, because this course of development occludes those parts that generate

the ornament in exchange for creating the ornament itself. As literary scholar Henrik

Reeh clarifies in his writings on Kracauer’s mass ornament, the “fetishized mass

32 Kracauer, 78.
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appearance” of the ornament “suppress[es] all organic life,” to render the girls nothing

but an accumulation of moving linear parts.33 In other words, by creating the ornament

and essentially dismembering the dancers into their constituent parts, the directors and

choreographers of the Tiller Girls have effectively shrouded their own engagement in

engendering the ornament. Kracauer expands this phenomenon out to apply to all

instances of the ornament, maintaining that the ornament is that which both dazzles and

occludes.

On surveying this literature, one comes to realize that ornaments are not simply

anodyne trifles as their name would suggest. Instead, ornamentation traffics in influence,

whether positive or negative, and thus maintains the ability to exert dominance over those

who either encounter it, fashion it, or constitute it. It is a disarming aesthetic form that is

bound up in power. More generally, power and ornament are two entities that have long

been in engagement with one another. This seems to be an obvious point when one recalls

examples of royal clothing or architecture, for instance, in which the very presence of

ornament connotes the social standing of the person or structure adorned with it. As

historian and theorist of architecture Antoine Picon notes, “[o]rnament is often political

and politics needs decoration,”34 leading to a culture in which “power has remained

adorned to this day.”35

35 Picon, “Politics of Ornament,” 126. Picon specifically references politicians in African
countries who use highly ornamented clothing to denote their societal status.

34 Antoine Picon, “Politics of Ornament,” in Ornament: The Politics of Architecture and
Subjectivity (West Sussex, UK: John Wiley and Sons Ltd, 2013), 122.

33 Henrik Reeh, “Ornament, Ratio, and Reason,” in Ornaments of the Metropolis: Siegfried
Kracauer and Modern Urban Culture (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2004), 94.
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Returning now to the still life photograph itself, one may wonder exactly why this

investigation characterizes these images as ornamental. Upon initial investigation, the

still life image -- particularly one which depicts mass-produced domestic products --

would seem to be particularly un-ornamental, as it represents objects that quite literally

serve utilitarian purposes. While ornament makers decorate objects in order to bolster

them aesthetically, creators of utilitarian objects are less concerned with aesthetics,

involving themselves instead with the objects’ functionality. An example of this would be

the producer of a utilitarian tea kettle, who would not bother him or herself with adorning

this creation with a painting of a flower, for instance, because such an addition would not

affect how the kettle would heat water nor pour tea. So how does the photograph of what

is often a utilitarian object -- that which is represented in the still life -- collapse into what

is essentially that object’s opposite, the ornament?

I posit that it is the photographer’s very act of photographing the utilitarian object

that shifts the resulting representation away from the object’s utilitarian origins, shunting

the representation of the object into a space in which it serves and acts as ornamentation.

This is the case for two primary reasons. First, representations of utilitarian objects can

no longer serve the functionality that acts as the primary basis of the original object’s

existence. Where the utilitarian object itself is indeed highly functional when it exists as a

thing in the world, the photographic representation of the same object is drained of any

sort of commensurate use value. Plainly said through an example, a photograph of a

utilitarian tea kettle is unable to function as the original tea kettle does; it does not heat

water, nor does it pour tea. Second, and perhaps most importantly, the utilitarian object in
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its object form transforms from a functional thing into a vehicle for aesthetic pleasure

once photographed. Emptied of its original usefulness upon its photographic

representation, the utilitarian object now stands as an aesthetic object. It exists to be

looked at, not to be used. In fact, the object’s own use value becomes wholly superfluous

once it is represented in the photograph; it is reduced to mere signs. Through this process

the newly aesthetic object, in its photographic form, transforms into an ornament, a thing

which seemingly provides only aesthetic value.

In fact this very observation, now common in art historical accounts, was first

made in early critiques of Neue Sachlichkeit photography. Let us return for a moment to

the following quote from Benjamin’s 1934 essay, “The Author as Producer”: “New

Objective photography … succeeded in transforming even abject poverty—by

apprehending it in a fashionably perfected manner—into an object of enjoyment.”36 It is

within this phrase that one may locate Benjamin’s core critique of the Neue Sachlichkeit

genre: that which is represented in the photograph is stripped of its context (and therefore

its utility and revolutionary potential) upon its representation, becoming ornamental in

the process. Benjamin casts this transformation as a decidedly negative process, through

which the emptying of meaning from the photographed object results in the subjugation

of the proletarian individual. But I would argue that the outcome of this ornamentalizing

process is more nuanced than Benjamin suggests, for the transition to ornamentality

generates a newfound power structure within the image in which the newly

ornamentalized object becomes a vessel for agency -- both its own and that of the viewer.

36 Benjamin, “Author as Producer,” 87.
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This process is best explained through an example. For this I look to Gerda Leo’s

untitled 1931 photograph (Figure 1), an image that depicts two glasses placed upon an

otherwise barren white surface. Logically, the viewer of this photograph knows that the

glasses are objects made for a utilitarian purpose; their producer has expressly fashioned

them as vessels from which to pour and drink liquid. Judging from the relative plainness

of the glasses’ surfaces, which are free from any sort of painted decorations or incised

filigrees, the viewer may further deduce that the glass’ producer prioritized these objects’

functionality over their ornamentation.

And yet the objects in this photograph appear divorced from their original

utilitarianism. Beyond the admittedly obvious fact that the photograph of the glasses

cannot hold liquid in the same way that the glasses themselves can, the photograph

appears to be foregrounding a formalist ornamentality within the glasses themselves,

further removing the objects from their original functionalism. The viewer, upon

encountering the image, ceases to apprehend the objects as useful things. Instead she

appreciates the drinking glasses for their forms--the basic shapes that the objects project

forth from the image. Where the original glasses’ smooth, arcing rims would signify to

their user that the vessels are comfortable when raised to the lips, in the photograph these

same rims are reduced to ovular contours, which carve delicate loops across the pictorial

surface. Likewise, the interiors of each glass, designed for holding liquid, become instead

an exercise in formal shape-making. The glass farthest from the camera displays a

multitude of delicate, wispy lines. Both the darkened, U-shaped mark of the nearest glass’

reflection and a collection of lighter reflective ephemera dance across the glass’ interior
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field. No longer indicating any sort of volumetric quality of the glass as they had when

the glass was simply an object in the world, these lines lead the eye around the glass’

barriers much like marks within an abstract painting. Indeed, the relative absence of

reflective marks and lines in the nearer glass attributes a certain barren starkness within

the flattened object. Marked by only one line delineating the border of the two glasses,

the nearer glass’ plain interior seems to aestheticize the clean absence of marks.

Moreover, areas of neutral or subtle decoration in the original object are amplified

once transferred into photographic form, redoubling the image’s newfound ornamentality.

First, the photograph highlights the necessarily decorative nature of the material itself.

Where the edge of the table meets the farther glass, a ripple-like distortion of light and

dark values, which signify the table and the surrounding space respectively, gestures to

the fact that the object’s transparent surface has a slight texture. Perhaps this textural

undulation is itself an ornamental motif that the glass’ producer has impressed upon the

glass’ surface. But even if these marks are vestiges of a manufacturing process, here, the

photograph draws attention to the transparency and delicacy of glass, a reminder of

fragility rather than durability. In fact glass is more often employed as a material in

objects like the ones depicted because it is endowed with a certain aesthetic value. In the

case of the glasses in Leo’s photograph, the glass material allows the drinker to view the

liquid within the cup and to admire as the cool liquid pulls condensation to the vessel’s

surface. Thus, in drawing attention to the sippling quality of the glass, the photograph

emphasizes the ornamentality of both the material’s designed quality as well as of the

ornamentality of glass itself.
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It is through this process of ornamentalizing the glasses that the photograph

affords a certain subjectivity to the depicted objects. In their everyday state, bound to

utility, the glasses are not of great aesthetic consequence. They exist for a functional

purpose, not for aesthetic pleasure, and it is because of this that one does not often take

the time to deeply look at such objects. But the artist’s act of photographing the utilitarian

object reorients the viewer to the object, shifting what was previously an often ignored

object -- except during periods of its utilitarian use -- to an entity of aesthetic

consequence. The object seemingly comes alive. Where the glasses would have

previously existed as inert objects in everyday space, they seemingly engage in an

aesthetic dialogue with the viewer upon their representation in the photograph. Indeed, it

was Kracauer who noted that, through the photographic process, “for the first time, the

inert world presents itself in its independence from human beings.”37 Accentuating the

presence of the object when it would have otherwise been relegated to the realm of

ambiance or scenery, the photograph, by rendering the objects it depicts as ornaments,

forces a direct visual engagement between the viewer and the object that imbues the

depicted object with a human-like subjectivity.

Sometimes this endowing of subjectivity quite literally bestows upon the object a

distinctly humanoid quality. Biermann’s circa 1930 Hummerschere (Figure 2), for

example, seems less an object of human sustenance and more akin to the gnarled

countenance of a bellicose stranger. The proximity to the camera causes the claw to

appear in equal proportion to a human head, personifying the object. A similar effect

37 Siegfried Kracauer, “Photography,” in The Mass Ornament: Weimar Essays, ed. Thomas Y.
Levin (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 62.
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occurs with Biermann’s circa 1930 photograph, Zerbrochenes Ei (Figure 3). The camera

apparatus looks down upon the egg, much as one would when preparing a meal. But,

should Zerbrochenes Ei be hung from a wall, the perspective would cease to be

naturalistic in any sense. Instead the posterior parts of the egg would appear attached to

the wall and thus project the egg horizontally out towards the viewer. Rather than existing

in the service of the human actor, the egg segments meet the gaze of the viewer like a pair

of bulging, lachrymal eyes. Harsh shadows envelop the interior of the egg, implying a

sort of aesthetic gravity and pulling the yolk downwards to sit lazily within the crotch of

the shell. However, the shell, on its lower left-hand portion, bulges out like a dam

overwhelmed by the force of water. Thus the yolk threatens to ooze out from the confines

of the shell, mirroring the nightmarish imagery of a horribly damaged eye. The egg seems

no longer inert and functional as a food object but corporeal, visceral, and wounded. Its

empty shell top becomes a hollow socket whose oculus has been plucked out. Perspective

emphasized by one’s use of the camera apparatus provides the egg with an unnerving

personification. Rather than integrating seamlessly into a quotidian background, the

object becomes independently significant and mirrors the form of the human viewer,

becoming more akin to a portrait than to a traditional still life. The newly ornamentalized

object appears to watch the human just as the human observes the object, denaturing its

inanimate qualities and transforming into an entity that appears eerily animate.

Scholars have argued for the ornament’s ability to render that which is seemingly

inhuman into something of a subjective form. This is particularly the case within theories

of architectural ornamentation. French architectural historian and theorist Françoise
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Choay asserted in 1997 that architecture has a dialogical quality due to ornamentation’s

ability to bestow a subjectivity to built structures, which facilitates the opportunity for

conversation between a viewer and the architecture. Building off of Choay’s theory,

Picon avers that “[t]hrough ornamentation, buildings themselves seemed to acquire

something like a facial appearance, a personality, which enabled them to enter into

dialogue with human beings.”38 In both accounts, it is ornamentation that affords the

object -- in this case the architectural structure -- the ability to extend beyond its more

prosaic functionality and engage in dialogue with the viewer. That is, ornamentation has

the ability to transform that which it adorns from object to subject.

One may of course note that this seems entirely opposite to the program of the

Neue Sachlichkeit still life photographer, who claims to provide an objective view of the

world, which is necessarily disinterested, unaestheticized, and free from all subjective

tethers. In his introduction to Albert Renger-Pazsch’s seminal 1928 photographic volume,

Die Welt ist Schön, Carl Georg Heise averred that the subject depicted in the Neue

Sachlichkeit photograph stands essentially as the universal average for all other

specimens of its type.39 He employs as an example Renger-Patzsch’s photograph

depicting a coiled adder. “The head of the adder,” Heise notes, “is so integrated in the

coils of the snake’s body that the picture appears to be filled with ornaments composed of

scales and the viewer’s imagination is expanded — uncannily — into infinity. Thus the

photograph makes a statement about the species over and above the single snake.”40 In

40 Heise, 10.

39 Carl Georg Heise, “Preface to Die Welt Ist Schön,” in Germany: The New Photography -
1927-33, ed. David Mellor (The Arts Council of Great Britain, 1978).

38 Antoine Picon, “Ornament and Subjectivity,” in Ornament: The Politics of Architecture and
Subjectivity (West Sussex, UK: John Wiley and Sons Ltd, 2013), 60.
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other words, the snake, once Renger-Patzch employs the camera apparatus to transform it

from a mere animal into a gridded arrangement of pure ornaments, ascends to a status of

being itself a sort of idealized standard. By way of the ornament, Heise argues, the snake

transcends its individuality to become objective.

Given that Heise’s claims that the presence of ornament precipitates objectivity, as

opposed to subjectivity, we may ask: in Neue Sachlichkeit photography, how exactly is

ornament operating? Does it bolster subjectivity above all else, or is its objectifying

quality (its ability to make grand statements beyond just that which it depicts) its most

outward feature?

Walter Benjamin considered this muddling of ornament-fueled subjective and

objective qualities to be the most sinister characteristic of the Neue Sachlichkeit

photograph. He argued that, while the Neue Sachlichkeit photographer claims to provide

the viewer with an objective image, the resulting photograph is anything but. In his 1931

essay, “A Short History of Photography,” Benjamin notes that the Neue Sachlichkeit

photograph “can endow any soup can with cosmic significance but cannot grasp a single

one of the human connexions in which it exists.”41 He quotes Bertholdt Brecht in the

same essay, who notes that “less than ever does the mere reflexion of reality reveal

anything about reality. A photograph of the Krupp works or the A.E.G. tells us next to

nothing about these institutions. Actual reality has slipped into the functional.”42

Arguably most cutting and germane to the current investigation, however, is Benjamin’s

42 Walter Benjamin, “Extract from A Short History of Photography,” 73.

41 Walter Benjamin, “Extract from A Short History of Photography,” in Germany: The New
Photography - 1927-33, ed. David Mellor (The Arts Council of Great Britain, 1978), 72.
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sardonic use of the phrase “The World is Beautiful,” a reference to Renger-Patszch’s

book of the same name. Taken as a whole, one may interpret Benjamin’s essay as arguing

that, due to aesthetic interference, subjectivity will inevitably cloud any “objective view.”

This false claim led them to be distrustful of the Neue Sachlichkeit image; both theorists

saw the Neue Sachlichkeit image as proffering an affective view under the guise of a

disinterested view. It is doubly clear how Benjamin and Brecht would worry that this

property of such images could be abused, as an almost propagandistic quality inheres

within this process of ornamental collapse. Within one click of the camera, the subjective

viewpoint collapses down to an image that fashions itself as a universal objective

viewpoint. According to Benjamin and Brecht, the Neue Sachlichkeit photograph is

subjectivity that masks itself as a paragon of objectivity.

But Benjamin and Brecht define the subjective image as one that has been

joyfully aestheticized. Such an image “succeed[s],” to return once again to Benjamin’s

words, “in transforming even abject poverty—by apprehending it in a fashionably

perfected manner—into an object of enjoyment. ”43 This form of subjective

aestheticization is pernicious, Benjamin argues, because the resulting photograph presents

itself as a profound truth, whereas in reality the image displays an idealized image devoid

of verism. But Benjamin misses the fact that certain Neue Sachlichkeit photographers

understood subjectivity as located in the image’s ability to make what it depicts into a

subject. That is, the photograph gives the object importance and agency beyond the

power it has in the everyday sphere. In other words, where Benjamin and Brecht locate

43 Walter Benjamin, “Extract from A Short History of Photography,” 73.
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power within the person who takes the photograph (and aestheticizes the depicted object),

I would argue that these photographers allocate power to objects by depicting them as

ornaments.

This is best expressed in a more specific example. For this one may look to Aenne

Biermann’s undated photograph, Wärmflaschen (Figure 4), which I will analyze first

according to Benjamin and Brecht’s conception of aestheticization before doing the same

as directed by this investigation’s conception of the same idea.

Likely taken in the 1920s or early 1930s, Wärmflaschen depicts three hot-water

bottles resting upon a carpeted surface that contrasts distinctly with the bottles’ smooth

exteriors. The bottles are gathered together in such a way that their cylindrical shapes

form three distinctive lobes, which evoke an almost botanical form, not dissimilar from

that of a clover or other like organism. Each bottle is capped with a distinctive ringed top

designed for easy transport and use, and someone — presumably Biermann herself — has

oriented each ring inwards towards a central point, again echoing the tri-lobed quality of

the overall display. Towards the front of the image are the wide, metallic faces of the

most proximal bottles. One bears an insignia, which consists of a light-toned flag-like

marking nested within the confines of a curved arc, recalling the symbolic form of a boat

lifted from the water. A darkened background surrounds this icon, and the curved letters

of the hot-water bottles’ brand encircle the entirety of the design. Even nearer than this

branded hot-water bottle is a bottle whose branding mark Biermann has presumably

turned away from the camera or carefully excised from the hot-water bottle’s surface. The

absence of branding on this nearest bottle in turn emphasizes the container’s shiny
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chrome exterior. The farthest bottle from the viewer is so occluded by the front two

bottles that its surface fails to provide much visual interest. Instead it furnishes a sort of

aesthetic balance, facilitating the image’s three-pronged orientation.

Being that it is an example of a Neue Sachlichkeit still life, the image attempts to

produce a wholly objective view of those objects it depicts. The way in which Biermann

has arranged the bottles, for instance, borders on a nearly scientific precision that is

exacting in its approach. Rather than haphazardly setting the bottles before the camera,

Biermann has taken care to systematically display all parts of the bottle by including

three bottles in the shot.  This image is carefully arranged to display both the appearance

of the bottles’ bare metallic surfaces as well as the bottles adorned with their branded

insignias. In this way, the image is nearly didactic because of Biermann’s attempt at

displaying all parts of the bottles, not unlike a schematized model.

This schematization then orients itself as wholly ornamental due to its

engagement with replication. That is, the duplication of the water bottles succeeds in

providing an ornamental ideal not unlike that of Renger-Patzch’s snake photograph, in

which the tessellated expanse of similar shapes speak of an ornamentalized universality

which refers, as Heise notes, to all examples of those shapes beyond merely those which

are depicted in the image itself.

But again, the image is tied to subjectivity. That is, according to Benjamin and

Brecht, the bottles have been aestheticized to convey a subjective beauty as opposed to a

strict objectivity. But in what way are they ornamentalized? Benjamin and Brecht would

argue that the elements that are absent from the image generate the ornamentalization
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necessary for aesthetic subjectivity. For instance, the photograph removes the bottles

from the production process that creates the bottles, from the worker who toils as a

constituent part of the production process, and from the money that furnishes the

production process and that necessitates the making of the bottles in the first place. To

Brecht and Benjamin, this image functions itself as an ornamental vestige of the entire

system of capitalistic production: it presents to the viewer the beautified end result of the

production process excised entirely from the process itself. It is the photographic

embodiment of the Kracauerian ornament. Though Biermann has oriented the bottles in

such a way that they act collectively as a sort of diagram for an ideal bottle, Benjamin

and Brecht would argue that Biermann’s attempt at objective arrangement is actually a

view arranged for visual pleasure and thus an exercise in aestheticized subjectivity.

Though the bottles do present as essentially diagrammatic and thus, to a certain extent,

universal, they are a form of the diagrammatic that Benjamin and Brecht would still find

aestheticized. And, by virtue of the overarching program of the Neue Sachlichkeit school

of image-making, Benjamin and Brecht would argue that the still life images are that

much more pernicious because they are avatars of subjectivity masquerading as

objectivity.

Despite all of this, however, it remains necessary to look one last time at the

subjectivity inherent to the ornament that the present investigation concerns itself with:

one of nascent object humanization. For this we return once more to Biermann’s

Wärmflaschen, specifically to the tri-lobed form that the artist has arranged the bottles

into. It has already been established that this arrangement functions diagrammatically,
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providing the image with an explanatory telos that flirts with objectivity. But it is just as,

if not more, important to discuss how this tri-lobed form brings to bear on the objects a

nearly conversational element that imbues them with a human presence. More

specifically, the arrangement of the water bottles, in which their handles are all directed

towards a central point, places them in dialogue with each other. Furthermore, the

viewer’s proximity to the trio of bottles implies an exclusionary act in which the bottles

have purposefully removed the viewer from the conversational circle of knowledge,

thereby lessening his or her agency and increasing their own. It seems as though the

bottles are privy to information that the viewer cannot access.

Most importantly, by way of their process of ornamentation, the bottles take on a

human aspect; they seem to behave as subjective individuals. Thus, rather than beguiling

the viewer into mistaking the aestheticized subjective for an objective one, as Benjamin

and Brecht would suggest, these objects assume individuality and agency in the face of

the viewer. The next chapter parlays this agency into Karl Marx’s concept of the

semi-animative commodity.
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Chapter Two: Commodity

The previous chapter assessed the ornament, arguing that it is the ornamentalizing

aspects of the Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph that provide the objects depicted in

these images with a subjectivity and therefore a degree of agency. This chapter turns

towards Marx’s conception of commodity fetishism, in which he maintains that

commodities are entities that necessarily have a form of agency. Marx views the agency

contained within the commodity as decidedly negative, labeling it an oppressive force

that deceives and subjugates the proletarian individual. In this chapter I will argue that the

Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph reveals to the viewer this pernicious,

commodity-oriented agency through two primary visual phenomena. First I assert that the

Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph acts as a synecdoche for an alluded to — yet

unseen — whole, thereby operating essentially as an ornament and, by extension,

rendering the photographed commodity a double ornament that projects an unnerving

animacy. I then explore the ways in which perspective and theories of the uncanny

similarly highlight the more menacing aspects of the semi-animate commodity.

Marx describes the individual commodity as “a mysterious thing, simply because

in it the social character of men’s labour appears to them as an objective character

stamped upon the product of that labour.”44 That is, the commodity actually is the

capitalist network of labor relations (whose primary aim lies in annexing power for the

business-owning elite), reified in object form. Marx notes that this reification process

44 Marx, 83.
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separates the commodity from the more standard “object,” which an individual creates in

order to serve a pragmatic purpose. Because of this, the standard object’s value flows

merely from its usefulness to its creator, who employs that object to satisfy his or her own

needs in a sterile environment wholly removed from grander interactive systems.

But Marx notes that commodities, unlike objects, do not exist to serve the

individual’s needs. In fact, the individual’s needs are not the source that generates value

in commodities, and as such the individual is rather superfluous to the commodity’s

grander program. The commodity conjures its own need by manifesting its own value by

generating human impulses to exchange its material form for pecuniary means. Unlike

the plain tool or non-commodified good, which does not find itself traversing exchange

lines, the commodity’s value projects out from the very fact that people wish to trade it.45

That is to say, a commodity is an economic ornament, a thing divested of utility and

having no practical value.

Here one begins to find latent power manifested in tangible form. As Marx notes,

it is implicit in the process of exchanging the commodity for money that other people,

beyond the commodity’s initial producer (who is here shattered into a collection of

assembly line workers), must find the commodity at least nominally useful.46 Because of

this, one may assume that the commodity is directed at the masses and not at the

individual, as the ability to self-consciously generate exchange value inheres in mass

appeal. In the production of this appeal, the will of the masses is subjugated to that of the

commodity. The commodity homogenizes the collective of individuals to a singular unit

46 Marx, 85.
45 Marx, 85.
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in order to construct its own value and promote its own commodification; societal

de-individualization precipitates the commodity’s ascendency.

From here, the commodity’s agency may expand even further, as Marx argues that

“[t]he character of having value, when once impressed upon products, obtains fixity only

by reason of their acting and re-acting upon each other as quantities of value. These

quantities vary continually, independently of the will, foresight and action of the

producers.”47 In other words, by moderating and modulating one another as entities

within a nebulous system of ever-shifting values, commodities become dynamic forces

that shape their own value, thereby rendering the individual even more superfluous. It is

at this point when, as Marx avers, the producers’ “own social action takes the form of the

action of objects, which rule the producers instead of being ruled by them.”48 The human

creators then have to reckon with the value systems that the commodities have produced,

and as such they are doomed to navigate the commodities’ programs rather than establish

those programs. Because of this, the subject loses control of the commodities, which have

cut themselves loose from their creators’ tethers in order to construct their own universe

for their creators to navigate.

But commodities prevent the consumer, and therefore the producer, from

comprehending such sub-rosa acts of power. Historian Janet Ward notes that “the act of

succumbing to a commodity” is not an unpleasant experience, but rather “a

voyeuristically charged moment full of imminent (pseudo-male) possession of the

48 Marx, 86.
47 Marx, 86.
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(pesudo-female) object of desire.”49 That is, the consumer engages in an act of

scopophilic pleasure in which the commodity object is the recipient of a power-laden

gaze. However the scopophilic act does not actually afford the looking subject power

because, according to Marx, in a commodity-oriented society, “the relation of the

producers to the sum total of their own labour is presented to them as a social relation,

existing not between themselves, but between the products of their labour. This is the

reason why the products of labour become commodities, social things whose qualities are

at the same time perceptible and imperceptible by the senses.”50

Herein lies Marx’s concept of the fetish, in which “the products of men’s hands …

appear as independent beings endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one

another and the human race.”51 The fetish, Marx maintains, is so imbricated with the

commodity that the commodity may not exist in its full form without the Fetish. But

again, the commodity’s Fetishistic tendencies, while external to some extent, traffic

primarily within clandestine channels hidden from general view. Because of this, the

commodity object reifies itself as the emblem of social relations while simultaneously

occluding this social network from the consumer’s purview. It is a subjugating whole

manifested in the form of an individual item, whose intents are as damaging as they are

hidden.

It is apparent that the commodity operates much like Kracauer’s conception of the

ornament, in which the individual object represents, but at the same time occludes a

51 Marx, 83.
50 Marx, 83.

49 Janet Ward, “Electric Stimulations: The Shock of the New Objectivity in Weimar Advertising,”
in Weimar Surfaces: Urban Visual Culture in 1920s Germany (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University
of California Press, 2001), 132.
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larger, more powerful whole. In the case of the commodity, the destructive whole adopts

the form of those social relations that exist within capitalistic labor networks. That is, the

whole is the entanglement, and eventual exploitation, of what is the essential

ur-commodity -- labor -- which the worker must employ as a bargaining tool in order to

subsist within the capitalistic apparatus. Such social labor relations then reify in the form

of the commodity, which -- I argue -- comes to stand as the individualized and

aestheticized material ornament. Indeed, Marx himself even refers to the commodified

product as a “social hieroglyphic,” co-opting aesthetically-oriented language in order to

describe social labor’s object form.52 Again the commodity transcends its position as a

mere object. It references the whole system of capitalist labor relations while occluding

most if not all of that system’s reality, projecting falseness out through its ornamentality

as an easily-exchanged object. It becomes a marker of societal values at large, an

ornament of the modern zeitgeist that may itself be exchanged and visually appreciated,

that may exercise its own power over the unsuspecting masses. Having achieved mass

acceptance through its exchangeability, the commodity adopts a guise of individuality in

order to pierce the sanctity of the consumer’s space, injecting the individual’s

commodified labor back into his leisure time. As Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer

would argue nearly one hundred years after Marx penned his theory on commodity

fetishism: modern work permeates all aspects of life, extending beyond the bounds of the

punch clock to render leisure experiences as “after-images of the work process itself.”53

53 Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass
Deception,” in Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments, ed. Gunzelin Schmid Noer, trans.
Edmund Jephcott (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002), 109.

52 Marx, 85.
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Or, more generally, the capitalist whole finds its weapon in the form of the individual

commodity.

Ornamentalizing the Ornament

By photographing a commodity, which functions as an ornament in and of itself,

the photographer generates what is effectively an ornamental image of an ornament. This

investigation argues that the commodity’s pernicious ornamental qualities are made

outwardly apparent when the Neue Sachlichkeit photographer reprises the commodity in

photographic form.

By applying to the commodity those cool, scientific forms inherent to Neue

Sachlichkeit photography, the photographer aestheticizes the commodity. In other words,

by photographing the commodity, the photographer delineates how it will endure in this

photographic realm separate from its own corporeal boundaries. The photographic act,

during which the photographer removes the tangible thing from its embodiment within

space, populates the world with images that represent the original commodity only

obliquely. When representing themselves in somatic form, these things proffer their

existence and appearance wholly; they exist in the round and in a state ready for the

subject’s inspection. But once the photographer negotiates the various viewpoints of the

commodity and — most importantly — selects one from which to permanently index the

commodity in photographic form, she implicitly then winnows down its dimensional

existence until she reaches a selected aesthetic sign. This sign comes to stand for the

commodity in its entirety, even though the sign is in fact a derivation of the original

object. Indeed, in her analysis of Neue Sachlichkeit photographers, Megan Luke notes
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that “the fragmentation these photographers modeled in their works is … that of the

isolated detail. Rather than create new wholes out of endlessly reconfigurable parts,

[the photographers] chose instead to have the part gesture toward a whole that,

perhaps inevitably, remains tantalizingly out of reach.”54

Here again we have a problem of aesthetic intensification that mirrors the

relationship of the ornament to the entirety. Initially the commodity is whole, allowing

one to contend with it in full. Even in an inanimate state, the commodity provides

physical interference in the everyday life of the subject. Its usefulness and purpose belong

to the same spatial realm as the viewer’s body, and as such the subject physically

negotiates with it. Sometimes this physical interference is negative — like the feeling of

stepping upon a sharp object. But in other cases the object’s somatic interface with the

subject engenders productivity in the form of corporeal work. Because the subject and

object traffic in the same somatic sphere, they are able to come together and — in doing

so — to produce something new. Such is the case within the factory, where the factory

worker interfaces with the machine in order to produce the product. Or similarly, in the

clothing section of a department store, where the consumer repeatedly engages and

disengages with objects in order to fashion his or her body with a new appearance.

But the aesthetic form of the commodity represented in the photograph has lost its

productive capabilities. The commodity’s flattened form within the photograph exists

only for optical stimulation. It does not interact with the somatic realm because — as a

54 Megan Luke, “Still Lifes and Commodities,” in New Objectivity: Modern German Art in the
Weimar Republic 1919-1933, by Sabine Eckmann and Stephanie Barron (Munich, GER; London, UK; New
York, NY: DelMonico Books, 2015), 231.
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series of tabular signs rather than a tangible object — it quite literally cannot do so.

Corporeal interaction comes only in the form of handling the paper on which the

photograph of the commodity is printed, a somatic experience which seems impoverished

when one compares it to that process of wholly reckoning with the embodied thing. Thus,

rather than engaging with the object’s corporeality, the subject deals with the object as a

set of signs that reference that corporeality, signs which attempt to emblematize the

original object. By installing the object within a tabular sign system that attempts to

capture the object’s most essential objectivity, the photographer in fact erases the object’s

corporeality, replacing it with a false somaticism that flows forth from the ornament. And

thus the image projects forth something about the object that is entirely false, removing it

from the known world. Even worse, the image seemingly constructs an ersatz object from

nothingness, which it pushes outwards towards the viewer, occluding the original object’s

very existence.

In order to demonstrate that the Neue Sachlichkeit still life highlights the

photographed object as a pernicious synecdoche, I take as my example Gerda Leo’s circa

1930 Halsketten (Figure 5). This photograph depicts two necklaces, accompanied by four

unattached beads, on a flat surface. One necklace appears nearer to the viewer; its small,

dark beads overlap the larger, lighter beads that constitute the second piece of jewelry.

Where the distal necklace carves a singular, oblique arc across the image’s upper half, the

proximal necklace splays out to trace calligraphic loops along the composition’s diagonal

plane, drawing the viewer’s eye from the image’s lower left quadrant to its upper right

corner.
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Initially, the jewelry arrangement evokes imagery of a cluttered vanity top, with

the objects waiting for a busy hand to pluck them from their tangled form and clasp them

to the body. But then the surface, which at first appeared wholly tabular, begins to evoke

the form of a body. The necklace with larger beads precipitates this perceptual shift.

Where first this necklace’s arced form seemed to be the chance shape the jewelry piece

assumed upon being strewn on the flat surface, now the object’s curved line adopts a

more anthropomorphic valence. Now it appears instead to reference the heavy, looping

character of a necklace already hanging from a neck. Suddenly it seems that the viewer is

no longer looking at objects strewn across a surface, but rather is encountering objects

that adorn a body and, by extension, is encountering that body as an animated and

confrontational form. Where initially the viewer was in a position of power when she

looked down on the objects as they lay on the surface, now she finds herself in a

confrontation with another human, one who uses her chest to press the viewer back away

from the pictorial surface.

But of course we do not see the whole of this mystery woman who accosts — or

perhaps seduces — the viewer. Instead we merely see her chest, which acts as a

synecdoche for the remainder of her form. Likewise, there exist other signs throughout

the image that appear to gesture back towards the total human form, and thus towards a

grander whole. The proximal necklace’s winding form, for instance, evokes the shape of

a tumbling lock of hair, which teases at the presence of more curls adorning the rest of

the head. At the same time, the four translucent beads adopt a nearly prosopic valence,

projecting forth an almost comically simplified physiognomy that seemingly emotes
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either shock or surprise -- could this reference either the occluded woman’s mood or that

of the confronted viewer?

Whatever the answer, one inevitably finds that the synecdochic image prevents

the viewer from wholly understanding the situation that he or she looks upon. Rather than

providing answers, the synecdochic image prompts the viewer to ask questions, eliciting

unsettlement instead of understanding. Though the necklaces in Leo’s Halsketten evoke

thoughts of a whole, fully-formed body that exists beyond the bounds of the photographic

image, the viewer can’t discern exactly the form this body might take. This inability to

know often precipitates fear and, by extension, the viewer’s subjugation to the will of the

image.

` The photograph’s ability to elicit fear is striking in its difference from Marx’s

conception of the commodity or Kracauer’s of the ornament, both of which depend on the

idea that the consumer interacts with the ornamental object without feeling fear, without

wholly noticing that something is horribly amiss behind the thing’s gossamer veil. There

is an interesting power in this form of image: the photograph of the still life appears to

reveal the synecdochic, and therefore ornamental, tendencies of the commodity object

itself. That is, in being what is essentially an ornament of an ornament (an aestheticized

image of a commodity), the still life photograph exposes the commodity’s more

deleterious program. By this logic, in photographing the objects, and thus precipitating

the ornamentalizing of the ornament, the Neue Sachlichkeit photographer exerts her own

power over the commodity.
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There is an additional mode through which Neue Sachlichkeit photographers can

be understood as attempting to wrest power from the commodity in a rather unexpected

quarter: Georg Simmel’s writings on fashion. In his 1905 essay “The Philosophy of

Fashion,” Simmel sets out a basic set of negotiations in which individuals contend with

fashionable objects. First and foremost, he notes that “fashion is nothing more than a

particular instance among the many forms of life by the aid of which we seek to combine

in a unified act the tendency towards social equalization with the desire for individual

differentiation and variation.”55 That is, fashion’s very existence rests in an antagonistic

cradle through which the individual negotiates both her desire to integrate into a unified

whole -- the mass -- while simultaneously asserting her individuality from that same

whole. Furthermore, he asserts that fashion’s very existence necessarily relies upon this

conflict, arguing that if “the need for integration on the one hand and the need for

separation on the other, should be absent, then the formation of fashions will not occur

and its realm will end.”56

Again one sees here the operations of the ornament. Although Simmel penned his

essay on fashion several decades before Kracauer proposed his concept of the mass

ornament, Simmel had already identified this relationship between representative part and

unseen whole when he notes that “[f]ashion elevates even the unimportant individual by

making them the representative of a totality, the embodiment of a joint spirit.”57 In this

case, the individuals themselves become ornaments, representing a broader genre of

57 Simmel, 194.
56 Simmel, 191.

55 Georg Simmel, “The Philosophy of Fashion,” in Simmel on Culture, ed. David Frisby and Mike
Featherstone (London, UK, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1997), 189.
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fashion existing beyond the bounds of his or her corporeal self but that nevertheless

remains unseen. Curiously, Simmel casts the act of becoming the ornament as an

operation that increases agency, contrasting his theory with Kracauer’s later view, in

which those who participated in generating the ornament would essentially lose their

individuality completely to the overall ornamental effect of the masses.58 In Simmel it is

the synecdoche that wields the utmost power.

Reading further into Simmel’s essay, one finds additional references to power, this

time in the form of the individual wrenching control from the fashionable commodity’s

grasp. In order to subdue the fashionable item’s power, Simmel notes that one must

simply lump that individual item into a broader categorization. He produces as examples

the categories of “chic” and “smart” as broad designations with which to subjugate

fashionable things, noting that “[b]rutal violence is hereby committed against the

individuality of things [when] all nuances are blurred by the supremacy of this one

category of expression.”59 That is, one strips things of their individuality -- and therefore

their power -- once one installs them within a grander system of similar yet not exact

things. The process of categorization becomes a process of subjugation. He expands

further by arguing that “It cannot be denied that, by doing violence to objects treated in

this way, and by clothing them all uniformly in a category that we apply to them, the

individual exercises an authority over them, and gains an individual feeling of power, an

59 Simmel, 201.

58 Kracauer, “The Mass Ornament,” 78. In his “Mass Ornament” essay, Siegfried Kracauer uses
the American Dance group called the “Tiller Girls” as an example of the ornament. The Tiller Girls would
dance in formations such that a viewer watching them from overhead would be able to see the girls making
a variety of shapes, which Kracauer notes are manifestations of the ornament. Here Kracauer notes that,
after having generated the dance-formation produced ornament, the girls cease to be whole any longer,
stating that “The Tiller Girls can no longer be assembled into human beings after the fact.”
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emphasis of the self over against these objects.”60 Now, by categorizing the variety of

fashion objects into a whole, the individual succeeds not only in draining the object of

power but also in reappropriating that power for his or her own use. Simmel both expands

upon and qualifies this statement in the next passage:

“The phenomenon that appears here in the form of a caricature is noticeable to
lesser degree everywhere in the relationship of people to objects. It is only the
most noble human beings who find the greatest depth and power of their ego
precisely in the fact that they respect the individuality inherent in things. The
hostility which the soul bears to the supremacy, independence and indifference of
the universe continually gives rise, as it were — besides the loftiest and most
valuable strivings of humanity — to attempts to oppress things externally. The
self prevails against them not by absorbing and moulding their powers, not by
recognizing their individuality in order to make them serviceable, but by forcing
them outwardly to subjugate themselves to some subjective formula. To be sure,
in reality the self has not gained control over the things themselves, but only on
its own falsified fantasy image of them. However, the feeling of power, which
originates from this, reveals its lack of foundation and its illusory nature by the
rapidity with which such expressions of fashions pass away.”61

Simmel’s idea of subjugation through categorization encompasses nearly all

commodities, not just those labeled as objects of “fashion.” From this, it seems fair to

assume that commodities fall into the category of things that seemingly lose power upon

their categorization. However, Simmel concedes that an individual’s attempt to categorize

a wide array of objects only precipitates a false transference of power, which quickly falls

away. Regardless, the feeling of power over the object proves to be important to this

investigation in that, by attempting to exert power over independent things, one tacitly

acknowledges the power that exists within those things. A power exchange that

61 Simmel, 202.
60 Simmel, 201.
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previously only operated in clandestine channels steps into the open world by virtue of

human intervention.

With this in mind, one may observe within the Neue Sachlichkeit’s most basic

tenet -- generating “objectivity” -- the photographer’s attempt at mass subjugatory

categorization. By soberly photographing the commodity, the photographer endeavors to

pin down that which exists in three dimensions, to represent its empirical reality in

flattened form. She hopes that the resulting photograph will allow the viewer to

analytically examine the object in a way that engenders an encounter with the commodity

in its most “objective” state, removed from any sort of mediation. Here the photographer

attempts to distance the affective eye from the act of photographing, as any subjective

valences interfere with the image’s positivist goals, thus precluding the viewer’s ability to

“read” the image — and therefore the object. It is implicit then that the Neue Sachlichkeit

photographer adopts — at least to some extent — a style that paradoxically attempts to

relieve itself of any obvious form of style. One may observe throughout the genre the

emergence of a certain strain of apparently objective motifs: the close-up, the sparsely

populated scene, and the harsh light source. Whether or not these motifs actually generate

an objective view matters less here than the fact that they succeed in making many

disparate things appear similar. That is, both an apple and a shoe — when one filters them

through the Neue Sachlichkeit photographer’s objective style — come to resemble one

another more closely in photographic form. The objective style, then, has the ability to

make things similar; it collects heterogeneity in order to render it homogenous. The

photographer’s ability to produce similarity across different objects mirrors Simmel’s
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conception of categorization, in which the wholesale classification of a group constitutes

an attempt at that group’s subjugation, thereby acknowledging the power that the

members of the group hold. One may thus apply the power dynamics of this theory of

categorization to the Neue Sachlichkeit style. In other words, in taking a photograph

according to the Neue Sachlichkeit pictorial program, the photographer reveals the

dangerous subjectivity vested in those commodities, thereby acknowledging and laying

bare their power for all to see.

In the Neue Sachlichkeit still life, one thus witnesses a power negotiation playing

out in image form. The commodity, which assumes center stage in the still life, attempts

to wield power as a substitute for labor relations. It acts as an ornament of the capitalist

system. By taking the photograph of a commodity, the Neue Sachlichkeit photographers

essentially double the commodity’s capacity as an ornament, as the grander yet hidden

whole that sits behind the commodity’s occlusive exterior is pushed farther back by the

photograph’s distancing effects. Simultaneously, however, the act of photographing the

commodity exposes the commodity’s latent harmfulness. This is because the photograph

exaggerates the thing’s ornamental qualities to the point that they appear malicious in

image form. Likewise, the photographer’s attempt to render all things through an

“objective” lens similarly constitutes an attempt to wrest control from the commodity,

this time in the form of oppressive categorization. Thus the Neue Sachlichkeit

photograph, despite its ornament-like tendencies, reveals itself as a forum in which one

may question and deplete the power of commodities.
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Animation and the Uncanny

Beyond the objective style of the Neue Sachlichkeit photograph, which is the first

aspect of the image to unmask the commodity’s maliciousness, the Neue Sachlichkeit

photograph additionally reveals the power of the commodity through its engagement with

perspective and theories of the uncanny. When one views these photographs through the

theoretical lens of the uncanny – specifically, an uncanny precipitated by disruptions of

naturalistic space and perspective – the images begin to break down under the weight of

of sustained looking, transforming the depicted objects into malignant entities that

threaten to sap the agency of the viewer and subjugate her beneath the newly empowered

object.

Take, for example, Leo's 1929 photograph, Korbgeflecht (Figure 6). The depicted

baskets appear nearly animate. Meandering reeds snap back and forth in a dance of tight

control and violent organization. Each individual reed is stressed with delicate,

mechanical tension as it exits the matrix of the basket and then turns and pierces the body

of the vessel once more. Stark lighting from the left contours the reeds with a distinct

tenebrism, emphasizing every manipulation of each reed away from its original straight

character. The quick thatching of the outermost reeds tightly grasps the vertical reeds that

constitute the inner armature of the basket, like hands clutching sticks. Positioned behind

the round basket is an additional rectilinear basket that occupies the remainder of the

picture plane. The tightly coiled fibers of the second basket stitch the four segments of

the basket together, creating four diagonal seams. These seams, if imagined behind the

foreground basket, meet at an X in the center of the photograph. Acting as a sort of
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prosthetic eye, the central X pierces through the round basket and confronts the viewer

with mirrored vision, watching the viewer as though the basket is itself sentient. The

three visible outer branches of the central X frame the foreground basket, but their

diagonality, along with the tilted quality of the foreground basket, upsets the horizon of

the pictorial space. The camera apparatus is positioned such that the baskets confront the

human viewer, tilting simultaneously left and up as if to press through the pictorial space

and intrude into the viewer’s world. In the uppermost right-hand corner of the photo a

small, triangular shadow cuts across the further basket. Whatever has caused the shadow

exists beyond the bounds of the photograph, but one is apt to assume that it is another

basket. The viewer no longer consumes and acts upon the static imagery of the baskets,

but rather is drained of agency and enveloped into the world of the baskets. Baskets fold

up and around the viewer, encasing her in a foreign realm of uncertainty and

claustrophobia. As such, the baskets cease to be simply the ordinary products of human

manufacturing and prosaic usage. Instead they flicker, verging on the unrecognizable

while maintaining a tenuous grasp on normalcy; they become uncanny.

Sigmund Freud’s 1919 essay, The Uncanny, is the best-known treatise on the

subject. In Freud’s words, the uncanny “belongs to the realm of the frightening, of what

evokes fear and dread.”62 The source of this fear and dread is not outright, however, but

arises instead from subtle means. The uncanny reveals itself in the brief yet misplaced

recognition of a friend’s features in the countenance of a stranger, or when the unfocused

gaze into the lush nighttime forest coalesces the delicate filigrees of foliage into a

62 Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny,” in The Uncanny, trans. David McLintock (New York, NY:
Penguin Classics, 2003), 123.
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vaguely human form. As Freud states, “the uncanny is that species of the frightening that

goes back to what was once well known and had long been familiar.”63

However, for the purposes of this chapter, I am more interested in the theories of

Freud’s predecessor, Ernst Jentsch. In his 1906 work, On the Psychology of the Uncanny,

Jentsch prioritizes theories of animation, which are particularly useful for refining my

readings of Neue Sachlichkeit imagery. Jentsch identifies one scenario that incites a

“fairly regular, powerful and very general” sensation of the uncanny.64 This he describes

as “doubt as to whether an apparently living being is animate and, conversely, doubt as to

whether a lifeless object may not in fact be animate.”65 For this concept, Jentsch offers

the example of a traveler who “[sits] down in an ancient forest on a tree trunk and that, to

the horror of the traveller, this trunk suddenly [begins] to move and [shows] itself to be a

giant snake.”66

This characterization of the menace engendered with confusions between animate

and inanimate frames my investigation of Neue Sachlichkeit works. Arguably, Neue

Sachlichkeit works that contain inanimate subjects, as well as those that depict the human

form, both generate the sense of the uncanny. For example, a face may seem unsettlingly

familiar or a smile may appear tinged with the qualities of a more malicious feeling.

However, in his discussion of the doubt generated by confounding entities’ animate

qualities, Jentsch concludes that the uncanny is most piercing “when this doubt only

66 Jentsch, 11.
65 Jentsch, 11.

64 Ernst Jentsch, “On the Psychology of the Uncanny (1906),” Angelaki: Journal of the Theoretical
Humanities 2, no. 1 (1997), 11.

63 Freud, 124.
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makes itself felt obscurely in one's consciousness.”67 To the extent that one tends to trust

in the stability of objects, inanimate things exist within the domain of human agency. The

objects that constitute a still life, for example, which one typically expects to have been

arranged by a human actor and thus removed from the precarities of chance, appear to

exist only as objects of human subservience. When these objects initially seem benign

and within human control but then transform with astonishing plasticity into entities that

are strangely menacing in their unfamiliarity, they “unsett[le]” us, in the words of art

historian Megan Luke, because they show “how independent they are from us… existing

in a universe quite apart from one where we might imagine human life to be the leading

protagonist.”68 The Neue Sachlichkeit still life thus constitutes the ideal canvas for a

study predicated upon the uncanny.

This study posits that Jentsch’s uncanny — that of ambiguous animation — arises

within Leo’s photographs chiefly through manipulations of space and perspective. In

1927, German art historian Erwin Panofsky argued that linear perspective, which had

pervaded European artistic practice from the Renaissance until the conclusion of the

nineteenth century, was an objective representation of spatial recession. Subjective vision

(like that perceived by the unaided human eye), he reasoned, negotiates angular

particularities and complex curvatures of forms within space, whereas linear perspective

proffers a mechanized, ratio-based system of representing object diminution towards a

singular vanishing point. He contended that the generative source of linear perspective

lay not in an epiphanic realization of a “correct” mode of spatial representation during the

68 Luke, 231.
67 Jentsch, 11.
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Renaissance, but rather was due to a pivot in worldview that prioritized empiricism and

theories of infinity over objects themselves. In suppressing the importance of singular

objects by installing them into a systematic schema that emphasized a unified, infinite

space, linear perspective emerged as the ideal scaffolding around which to organize the

early modern mode of seeing.69

But if the methodical logic of linear perspective inhered within the Renaissance

and the subsequent centuries, a crescive refusal of such systemization characterized the

transition into the 20th century. Just as Panofsky noted that, within Medieval painting,

“the former vista or 'looking through' [had begun] to close up,” modern pictorial practice

again collapsed back towards the pictorial surface.70 Infinity, distance, and a nebulous

“empiricism” gave way to an increasingly confrontational worldview, one in which the

grandly expansive space of linear perspective quickly lost its footing. Modern life, in all

its overt brashness, seemingly demanded a compressed space, a space that succeeded in

confronting the viewer, rather than inviting her into an illusionistic dimension. Where

linear perspective had extended imagery, and by extension space, out for the viewer’s

domination, the concentrated space of the modern image, by contrast, opposed the

viewer.

In 1908, German art historian Wilhelm Worringer recognized the condensation,

and eventual elimination, of pictorial space as a necessary precondition for abstraction. In

what was a tremendously influential study at the time of its authoring, Worringer posited

that an artist’s utilization of abstraction denoted a level of uncertainty regarding her

70 Panofsky, 48.

69 Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form, trans. Christopher S. Wood (Brooklyn, NY:
Zone Books, 1991).
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interactions with the world. According to Worringer, in producing highly symbolic,

non-naturalistic imagery, the artist attempts “to wrest the object of the external world out

of its natural context, out of the unending flux of being, to purify it of all its dependence

upon life, i.e. of everything about it that was arbitrary, to render it necessary and

irrefragable, to approximate it to its absolute value.”71 As such, abstract creators, he

reasoned, engage with abstraction as a sort of pictorial panacea, striving as they do to

remedy the incomprehensible vicissitudes of the world — to establish stability and

constancy in the face of overwhelming mutability. Identifying the unusual flatness of

such abstract works as an almost universally defining feature, Worringer surmised that

space itself exists as “the major enemy of all striving after abstraction, and hence is the

first thing to be suppressed in the representation.”72 He noted that “[i]t is precisely space

which, filled with atmospheric air, linking things together and destroying their individual

closedness, gives things their temporal value and draws them into the cosmic interplay of

phenomena.”73 Removal of all spatial representation thus affords the artist the opportunity

to reclaim mastery over fractions of the turbulent outer world.

Abstraction existed for Worringer as one component of a dyadic pair, with

empathy occupying the opposite pole. Noting that empathy “means to enjoy myself in a

sensuous object diverse from myself,” Worringer supposed that while “the urge to

abstraction finds its beauty in the life-denying inorganic,” the “urge to empathy ... finds

its gratification in the beauty of the organic,” and by extension,  where “the urge to

73 Worringer, 39.
72 Worringer, 39.

71 Wilhelm Worringer, Abstraction and Empathy: A Contribution to the Psychology of Style, trans.
Michael Bullock (Mansfield Centre, CT: Martino Publishing, 2014), 17.
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abstraction is the outcome of a great inner unrest inspired in man by the phenomena of

the outside world,” “the precondition for the urge to empathy is a happy pantheistic

relationship of confidence between man and the phenomena of the external world[.]”74

Thus, in crafting imagery that visually glorifies the worldly object in all its spatial and

volumetric qualities, the creator of naturalism affirms a certain hierarchical camaraderie

between herself and the universal order of things — she tacitly acknowledges her

perceived domination over the natural world and its concomitant phenomena through her

willingness to give herself up to that world’s object.

Reasoning through Worringer’s thesis, and considering the steadily increasing

strife plaguing the German interwar milieu, it is understandable why Benjamin would

censure Neue Sachlichkeit photography as an example of pandering to the world as it is.

And outwardly, it does seem as though Neue Sachlichkeit photography, in its zoomed-in

admiration of the object, adheres to the basic tenets of naturalism and empathy rather

than those of abstraction and anxiety.

But a more attentive eye reveals a subtle engagement with abstraction, in which

the photograph’s involvement in naturalistic modes of depiction accompanies a latent

interest in extracting and convoluting the spatial structure of the image. Returning to

Leo’s Korbgeflecht, note the presence of a diagonal pseudo-horizon of sorts, which

extends outward from behind the frontal basket and denotes a theoretical transition in

perspectival space from ground plane to open space. But the viewer does not experience

the phenomenon of dimensional regression typically associated with linear perspective

74 Worringer, 5, 4, 15.
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when observing this image, regardless of the inclusion of this horizon line. Even when

one ignores the tilted quality of the spatial divisor, the partition existing above the

pseudo-horizon -- the pseudo-space, one could say -- remains in uncomfortable proximity

to the viewer. The image’s implied open expansiveness, which the inclusion of linear

perspective is expected to precipitate, remains decidedly closed, and those pictorial

elements that should denote the deepest reaches of illusionistic space instead remain flush

with the picture plane. Space collapses down to a singular stratum, that of the pictorial

surface, with the objects of the still life flattening into a tessellated expanse of shapes that

denies linear regression. Where one finds reference to a basic tenet of linear perspective

-- that of the horizon line -- one concurrently discovers that Leo has stopped up the very

spread of spatial infinity that inheres within linear perspectival construction. That is, Leo

crafts for the viewer a sort of perspectival contradiction. In a seemingly naturalistic

image, references to further figurations of naturalism succeed only in their own logical

undoing.

Similarly, if one continues to treat the diagonal line as a sort of horizon line and

the adjacent basket sides as spatial planes, one may observe a strange convergence of

contradicting planes within the image. When composing an image in linear perspective,

the artist organizes the systematic pictorial diminutions of objects along the linear

pathways of what are known as orthogonals. Such orthogonals are clearly visible when

one looks upon the striated form of a recently tilled field, in which the oblique lines

incised into the earth appear to converge down towards a singularity embedded within the

horizon. Many examples of painting and drawing from the fourteenth through twentieth
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centuries foreground the artists’ dexterous handling of the linear perspectival apparatus

by highlighting its use in such linearized ground planes. The twirling reeds that construct

the distal basket conjoin in a fashion that evokes the undulating rolls of such a tilled field.

But, unlike prior representative formulations of such banded surfaces, the ribbons of

shadow that mark the image’s “ground plane” fail to unite. Though the lines do tilt as

though preparing to converge, upon tracing the eventual pathways of each divot, one

finds that there exists no unified point of confluence. The false orthogonals join instead at

a multitude of unique points of unity, which arrange themselves at varying heights along

an imaginary vertical (or in the case of Leo’s Korbgeflecht, diagonal) line.

Panofsky termed this phenomenon the “fishbone effect” and noted its appearance

primarily within imagery dating from late antiquity.75 Where the systematically arrayed

orthogonals of linear perspective splay out to denote mathematical dimensionality, this

antique form of perspective instead generates a heterogeneous space, in which each

convergence of false orthogonals upon the vertical dividing line precipitates a unique

spatial envelope, with each dimensional form refusing spatial recession and instead

pressing up against the image surface. Thus, the image proffers not a unified dimension,

like in examples of linear perspective, but an aggregation of many crushed discrete

spaces that threaten to push past the banks of the pictorial surface. In this perspectival

mode, composite space, consisting of a sort of dimensional pastiche, supersedes spatial

regression. As such, Leo surreptitiously replaces systematic space, which had for so long

75 Panofsky, 38.
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acted as the marker of logical space, with a corrupted model that approximates the

historically standardized mode of perception only outwardly.

Looking to other examples of Leo’s still life work, one observes consistent

gestures towards this ersatz linear perspective. For example, Leo’s 1928 photograph titled

Papiere (Figure 7), presents a piece of cellophane that, prior to snapping the photograph,

Leo had rolled into a conical form, with its wide end reaching to and extending beyond

the lower bounds of the composition, and its narrow end terminating near the image’s

center. In fashioning the cellophane sheet into a cone, Leo references the diminution of

form inherent to linear perspective, in which the wide base signifies proximity and the

progressive narrowing of the cone denotes movement towards a theoretical vanishing

point. But where one expects to find the marker of perspectival convergence -- the sharp

point of the orthogonals’ collision -- one encounters instead a blunted end, its tip

decapitated in an outward demonstration of spatial denial. Furthermore, on either side of

the cellophane cone, exist two additional oblique lines: a linear seam produced by the

folding of one paper sheet onto another, and a deep shadow cast from the edge of the

rolled cellophane. In tracking alongside the original conical form, these lines act as

additional orthogonals, as if attempting to generate spatial recession. But as with the

cellophane cone, the lines’ point of confluence is unceremoniously lopped off, as a piece

of corrugated cardboard occludes the apex at which one expects the lines to meet.

The viewer is therefore twice denied the opportunity to visualize absolute linear

diminution at a vanishing point. And although inclusion of the image’s vanishing point is

not wholly necessary for generating illusionistic depth, in blocking one’s view of that
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vanishing point, Leo succeeds in producing a claustrophobic space. As I have previously

established, the horizon line, and by extension the vanishing point, mark the transition

from the ground plane to open space. An image truncated before the emergence of the

vanishing point invariably presents the viewer with only an image of the ground plane.

And, since the ground plane expands to encompass the entirety of the image, one has the

sense that the ground is rushing up to meet one’s gaze, almost mimicking the act of

falling. The attempted convergence of the cellophane’s folded shape not only fails to

constitute a perspectival recession into space, but it signals instead the objects of the

scene jutting forth to collide with the image’s spectator. The act of denying linear

regression simultaneously precipitates an act of spatial confrontation.

Such a pictorial encounter aligns with the distortion affected by an image

rendered in reverse perspective. Rather than converging to a distant vanishing point on

the horizon line, as within linear perspective, objects depicted in reverse perspective

narrow towards the viewer, mimicking the dimensional construction of an object

extending out beyond the pictorial surface. Examples of reverse perspective appear most

notably in Byzantine and Medieval Russian icons, in which one may observe planimetric

objects like chairs and tables existing in a state fully dislodged from the conventions of

linear perspective and, almost as though they recognize the viewer’s presence, reaching

towards the viewer. Though artists swiftly abandoned reverse perspective upon the

emergence of linear perspective, interest in this peculiar perspectival mode enjoyed a

brief renaissance in the initial decades of the twentieth century -- mainly within circles of

Russian theorists. Russian artist El Lissitzky observed in 1925 that, whereas linear
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perspective projected a sort of visual cone that terminated its apex at the vanishing point

in front of the viewer, within reverse perspective, “the apex of the visual cone has its

location … in our eye, i.e., in front of the object.”76 Citing the reemergence of reverse

perspective as a corollary of abstraction, Lissitzky further noted that the cubists had

“pulled the space-confining horizon into the foreground and identified it with the surface

of the painting,” and, even more radically, that “[t]hey built from the plane of the picture

forward into space.”77 In this way, reverse perspective became commensurate to both a

flattened abstraction against the pictorial surface and a protrusion beyond that same

plane. Pavel Florensky, a Russian theologian, observed in 1920 that images constructed

in reverse perspective succeed in “pushing away the perceiving eye.”78 Expanding

further, he noted that, upon peering into such an image, “[w]e are not drawn into this

space; on the contrary, it repels us, as a mercury sea would repel our bodies.”79 As

historian Devin Fore has noted, upon examination of Florensky’s text, “when viewing a

painting that uses reverse perspective, the spectator has the discomfiting sensation of

being himself on view.”80 In other words, by depicting an object in reverse perspective,

the artist succeeds in, albeit obliquely, imbuing that object with a latent animation and

thereby facilitating the generation of the uncanny.

80 Fore, 52.
79 Florensky, 242.

78 Pavel Florensky, “Reverse Perspective,” in Beyond Vision: Essays on the Perception of Art, ed.
Nicoletta Misler (London, UK: Reaktion Books, 2002), 239.

77 Lissitzky, 304.

76 El Lissitzky, “A. and Pangeometry,” in Art in Theory 1900-1990: An Anthology of Changing
Ideas, ed. Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Oxford, UK; Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers Ltd.,
1993), 304.
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Reverse perspective works in direct conjunction with the disorienting oblique

overhead angle that is so common within Leo's oeuvre. Returning once more to

Korbgeflecht, one may recall that the viewer encounters the proximal basket from a

top-down angle, which allows one to gaze into the basket’s empty cavity. But this

viewing angle, as I have previously discussed in relation to Leo’s Papiere, evokes the

sensation of the object rearing up, as it were, to collide with the viewer. As a result, the

proximal basket appears to rotate forward, hinging up from its woven exterior to

seemingly strike the viewer with its (currently) more distant edge. That is, Leo appears to

have frozen the basket mid-strike, apprehending the object’s image in an act of violence

towards the viewer. And, in freezing this movement, Leo simultaneously provides the

viewer with an iteration in the proximal basket’s movement towards flatness -- one is

then able to see a single step in the process of the proximal basket aligning itself with the

image’s surface. The viewer sees here the image in a form of proto-abstraction -- a

progression towards utter flatness against the picture plane.

Within her early l930s photograph, Früchtekorb (Figure 8), Biermann similarly

appears to allude to reverse perspective through her arrangement of the newspaper basket

lining. The fruits depicted within Früchtekorb sit heavily within their woven container

and warp the newspaper lining. The weight of the pears and apples crimps the newspaper.

pulling its corner, which extends beyond the border of the photograph, away from the

body of the newspaper. This tears the fragile material, creating an additional vertex in the

newspaper’s visible shape. Thus the visible portion of the newspaper transforms from a

simple triangle into a quadrilateral. This trapezoidal shape mirrors a rectilinear form
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depicted in reverse perspective and consequently extends the newspaper out towards the

viewer. In this way the newspaper constitutes a sort of bridge, connecting the space of the

viewer with the depicted inanimate space of the fruits.

Since its historical nascence, reverse perspective has pitched forward objects such

that the viewer is afforded an unimpeded vantage of whatever lays upon -- or in the case

of Leo’s Korbgeflecht, within -- that object’s uppermost plane. In much Byzantine

imagery, this perspectival shifting allows the viewer to take in an unobstructed view of

the objects placed on a table or a figure lying prostrate on a bed.81 Objects in reverse

perspective are not subjected to the strict, depreciating structure of systematic space --

predetermined diminution and schematic planarity do not render them oblique and

occluded. Rather, these objects come to stand as exactly what they are: icons of their own

existence. In this way reverse perspective prioritizes symbolic over naturalistic depiction.

For instance, although the two baskets are created through differing modes of

construction, Korbgeflecht, in essence, shows the viewer all aspects of the basket. The

proximal basket shows the handle designed for easy carrying and the open interior space

for placing one’s goods; while the distal basket shows, in theory, what the bottom of the

frontal basket could look like. In this way Korbgeflecht becomes a pragmatic symbol of a

basket, providing the viewer with a schematic model of a theoretical woven vessel. Thus

the juxtaposition of the tilted view of the frontal basket combined with the straight view

of the distal basket acts as a form of reverse perspective in and of itself. The

implementation of reverse perspective causes the symbolic, multi-dimensional basket to

81 For examples of these perspectival motifs, refer to the basilica mosaics at the Church of San Vitale in
Ravenna, Italy (ca. 546 A.D.).
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look back at the viewer through its own exercise in didacticism, in which all things are

objectively told outright in an almost dictatorial manner.

This didacticism recalls the forceful structure of German playwright Bertolt

Brecht’s conceptions of epic theater. Eschewing Aristotelian drama and its enrapturing

narrative for a stripped-down, expository form of theater, Brecht foregrounded a blunt

empiricism within his theatrical compositions, thereby precluding one’s immersion into a

constructed fictional realm. Ideally, audience members viewing one of Brecht’s plays

would maintain a constant awareness of the fact that they were indeed watching a

performance -- not a veracious happening. Brecht contended that such an estrangement of

audience from theatrical character would render the viewer wholly aware of the content

embedded within the play, not merely the frivolous development of the play’s characters,

and thus the viewer, long after exiting the playhouse’s instructive interior, would continue

to cogitate upon the play’s themes and messages, which in Brecht’s case typically

reckoned with the malignant corollaries of exploitative capitalism.

In order to achieve this explicatory structure, Brecht employed what he termed the

Verfremdungseffekt or V-effekt, which sought to alienate the viewer from the events

occurring on stage. Application of the V-effekt entailed the director’s introduction of

various actor and stage-oriented perversions of traditional Aristotelian theater, including

the actor “gesturing” towards a character rather than fully embodying him (a technique

that Brecht termed “Gestus”); the director’s seemingly premature acknowledgement of

what will happen in a given scene by inscribing that scene’s major plot points on a half

screen that hangs conspicuously behind the actors; or the actor’s jarring transition into
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song, often signaled by a change in the actor’s physical positioning that cleaves the

spoken word from the sung.82 Linking together these seemingly disparate V-effekt

catalysts is their adherence to the didactic: an interest in telling rather than showing.

Most relevant to the present investigation, however, is the actor’s ability to

interface directly with the audience within this scheme. Where actors of the dramatic

theater feign ignorance of the audience’s scrutinizing eyes, actors of the epic theater

acknowledge the spectatorial unit. Brecht identified contemporary Chinese theater as the

original paragon of epic theater, noting that, “the Chinese artist never acts as if there were

a fourth wall besides the three surrounding him. He expresses his awareness of being

watched. This immediately removes one of the European stage's characteristic illusions.

The audience can no longer have the illusion of being the unseen spectator at an event

which is really taking place.”83 Because it is not a hermetically sealed system impervious

to the audience’s unceasing stare, the epic theater spills out into the space of the

spectators. What was once passive entertainment converts into an active exchange.

Implicit in the removal of this theoretical fourth wall is a certain breed of

self-consciousness for the spectator. The viewer of Aristotelian theater essentially loses

herself within the illusion of the theatrical narrative. In forgetting the deception of the

dramatic theater, she consequently forgets that she herself is an object that may be

viewed. But epic theater, by acknowledging the pressing gaze of the spectators, protrudes

into what was once an untouchable, sanctified viewing dimension, reminding the viewer

that the performers may reach out and return her stare. Of course, one often finds it

83 Brecht, 92.

82 Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theater: The Development of an Aesthetic, ed. and trans. John Willett
(New York, NY: Hill and Wang, 1964), 92, 104, 43-45.
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difficult to locate the exact object of the actor’s gaze, but this unclarity arguably renders

the experience of watching that much more unnerving. Where a large audience situated

within a darkened theater affords the singular viewer an element of anonymity, it also

confuses one’s perception of where the actor’s gaze falls, and thus the actor’s eye seems

to sweep over the audience much like a beam of light, in which the watched spectator is

unsure of her being illuminated until the beam’s central core collides with her own eye.

She exists in a veritable panopticon, always unsure of whether or not the actors on stage

are watching her.

One may thus align this particular form of alienating didacticism with the

sensation of potentially being watched. That is, the exhortative nature of the epic theater

produces not only the expected alienation effect, but also a byproduct in the form of an

unclear interaction. Applying this same theoretical framework to Leo’s and Biermann’s

still life photographs affords these images an inner logic. In their strict didacticism -- their

objectivity -- these commodities become so entrenched in their own iconicity that they

seemingly narrate their own existence. Where the wholly aestheticized imagery native to

advertising invites the viewer into an illusionistic realm where things embody the

beautified forms of themselves, Leo’s photographed objects appear to tell the viewer

about the nature of their own existence. Much like the Brechtian actor, the object

instructs the viewer on how to perceive its own form, thereby seemingly acknowledging

the presence of the viewer’s stare and, by extension, potentially returning that gaze -- the

didactic object toys with its own animation.
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German theorist Oskar Wulff initially put a name to reverse perspective in 1907

when he authored Reverse Perspective and the View from Above (Die umgekehrte

Perspektive und die Niedersicht).84 Contrary to much of the existing research on the

topic, he argued that images rendered in reverse perspective are tightly imbricated with

empathy (Einfühlung), thereby aligning the act of viewing an object in reverse

perspective with the process of giving oneself up to that object. Though objects depicted

in reverse perspective may appear entirely nonsensical to the external viewer, Wulff

averred that the recession of object size towards the picture plane actually aids in

constructing a logical space within the image’s interior. Specifically, reverse perspective

affords linear diminution of receding objects for the viewing subject located within the

image, thereby creating an inner view (inneren Anschauung) positioned inside the

image’s viscera for the viewer’s use.85 The image’s construction thus succeeds in

wrenching the external viewer from the outer world and installing her within the image’s

internal logic.

Leo’s and Biermann’s still life photographs seem to exist at the point of

confluence of reverse perspective’s two major conceptions: that of pictorial repellence

and that of empathy. The still life objects do not appear to allow for the exact variation of

empathy that Wulff describes. Rather than entering the space of the image and uniting

with the photographed object, the viewer remains outside the bounds of the image,

85 Wulff, 18-19.

84 Oskar Wulff, “Die Umgekehrte Perspektive Und Die Niedersicht: Eine Raumanschauungsform
Der Altbyzantinischen Kunst Und Ihre Fortbildung in Der Renaissance,” in Kunstwissenschaftliche
Beiträge, August Schmarsow Gewidmet Zum Fünfzigsten Semester Seiner Akademischen Lehrtätigkeit
(Leipzig, GER: Karl W. Hiersemann, 1907): 1-40.
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seemingly watched, as it were, by the very object she attempts to embody. The objects

remain watchers of the viewer, not vehicles through which the viewer may watch.

But one must also consider that the objects depicted in these still lifes are ordinary

useful tools, and this purposiveness aids in human productivity. In other words, the still

life objects depicted in Leo’s and Biermann’s photographs are tools designed to act as

extensions of the human body: baskets function as prosthetic arms, facilitating one’s

holding of that many more objects, while paper receives and subsequently projects

outward one’s thoughts, much like a silent mouthpiece. That is to say that Leo’s and

Biermann’s still life objects, even prior to their integration into reverse perspective,

already contain a human element, as they were designed as extensions of the human

body. Combining the objects’ prosthetic qualities with their fundamental familiarity as

household tools, the objects do themselves precipitate a form of empathy. But it is not the

empathy that Worringer describes, nor does this empathy adhere fully to Wulff’s

definition. This empathy approximates both forms of empathy, but reifies instead as a

strange feeling of familiarity embedded within the very fabric of the object, drawing the

viewer in like an angler’s lure, only to then violently drive the viewer back through the

obtrusive projection of reverse perspective. The objects of Leo’s and Biermann’s still life

arrangements are the threatening objects of a commodity culture that has slipped from the

realm of the helpful into that of the menacing. That is, they put on full display those more

pernicious qualities inherent to commodities.

In Marx, the commodity is a thing that has a pernicious agency. By photographing

a commodity, the Neue Sachlichkeit artist exposes that deleteriousness to the viewer. The
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action of taking the photograph both creates an ornament of what is essentially already an

ornament while also fitting the depicted object with an overarching category, thereby

simultaneously exposing the object’s more sinister synecdochic features while also

suppressing the object’s agency. Then, through the abstraction of space and the use of

reverse perspective, the objects depicted in Neue Sachlichkeit still life photography also

attain both an uncanny subjectivity and sense of semi-animation. The objects no longer

appear confined to the quotidian ranks of the inanimate, but rather morph into strange

entities laced with uncertainty. They are simultaneously familiar and unfamiliar, uncanny

representations that both reassure and threaten. In this way the photograph again displays

for the viewer the commodity’s more malevolent features. Thus the photograph, rather

than occluding the more harmful aspects of the commodity, succeeds in placing those

characteristics on full display. The next chapter compares this revealing quality to the

more coercive means of communication inherent to Weimar-era advertising.
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Chapter Three: Advertising

It is, in a sense, remarkable that the Neue Sachlichkeit still life was able to wrest

itself from the grasp of mass advertising. Based on mere appearances, the two genres bear

a striking resemblance that did not escape the notice of Walter Benjamin. In his several

critiques of Albert Renger-Patzsch’s photography, which he labels pejoratively as

‘creative’ due to its apparent separation from any sort of “physionomic, political, and

scientific interest,” Benjamin avers that “the true face of this kind of photographic

creativity is the advertisement.”86 Such a “creative” photography, Benjamin maintains,

finds its foil in “the act of unmasking or construction.”87 In other words, for the artist to

make Benjamin’s ideal photograph, she must add something to the photograph that

indicates its falseness, thereby revealing the image’s fabricated qualities. This chapter

argues that, while advertising and the Neue Sachlichkeit still life do seem inextricably

bound up in one another based upon raw aesthetic likeness, in actuality the still life, due

its latent photographic indeterminacy, exercises that “unmasking or construction” that

Benjamin criticizes it as lacking, thus allowing it to work counter to the advertisement.

Such an investigation requires a case study, and this one finds its model in the

comparison between Gerda Leo’s still life photography and Hans Finsler’s 1927

advertising campaign photographs for the Most chocolate company. Leo was one of

Finsler’s most notable students at the Burg Giebichenstein School of Applied Arts,

87 Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” 526.

86 Walter Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, ed.
Michael Jennings, Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith, trans. Rodney Livingstone, vol. 2 (Cambridge, MA:
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 526.
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displaying a natural affinity for photography during her multi-year engagement with the

establishment. As Finsler’s pupil and later his assistant, Leo’s work naturally mimicked

that of the older, more established artist. Just one year after Leo began working with him,

Finsler was commissioned by Most Chocolate to stage a series of photographs that were

to be deployed as advertisements. This was Finsler’s first foray into the world of

advertising, a world which Leo admitted to disliking.88

Advertising is a medium that owes its very existence to capitalist needs; it exists

to generate demand. That is, its purpose is to inflate the populace’s psychic and social

appetite for the object that it advertises, producing a widespread (and often artificial or at

least augmented) desire for products. In historian Janet Ward’s words, “[t]he aim [of the

advertisement] is semiotic fetishism: the creation of a consumerist drive”89 Because of

this, all parts of the advertisement (from the image to the accompanying text) are

designed to bolster a constructed drive. Looking specifically at an advertisement that

depicts as its primary subject the product that is for sale, one sees in the provided imagery

(either illustrated or photographic) an aestheticization of the product, which visually

elevates the commodity to a point of desirability that exceeds the object’s actual

usefulness. Adding text to advertisements of this type serves to ground the image,

reinforcing the overarching importance, and therefore the salability, of the depicted

product. One might say that the advertising image glorifies the depicted product.

89 Janet Ward, “Electric Stimulations: The Shock of the New Objectivity in Weimar Advertising,”
in Weimar Surfaces: Urban Visual Culture in 1920s Germany (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University
of California Press, 2001), 130.

88 Göltz and Immisch, 13.
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Outwardly, the Neue Sachlichkeit still life appears to do the same. Such

photographs seemingly exalt the object that they depict, venerating the commodity to a

point in which all of its flaws appear to dissipate. But these images do not contain the

same intention as the advertisement, as it is not their primary objective to sell what they

visually proffer. But prior to expounding upon the differences between the two genres, it

is necessary to plumb deeper into a specific similarity that both genres share, as this

affinity will in turn reveal the discrepancies that are so vital to this investigation.

This similarity is the quality of indeterminacy that exists within the photographic

image. Unlike text or the spoken word, the image is unable to promulgate an explicit

message. Roland Barthes identified this indeterminacy in his 1964 essay, “The Rhetoric

of the Image,” in which he contends that the image’s argument emerges from the

amalgamation of denotative signs (which merely represent themselves) and connotative

signs (which allude to external meanings that exist beyond the image itself).90 He

explains that the inclusion of a linguistic message (text) within the image is most often an

attempt to “fix” the uncertainty of images. The text, according to Barthes, provides a

point of “anchorage and relay” within the image, directing the viewer’s interpretation of

the image, whose rhetorical clarity is born into the world already withered.91

But this aspect of unclarity native to images is often favorable to the makers of

advertising. Media scholar Paul Messaris argues that “this relative indeterminacy of

visual syntax plays a central part in processes of visual persuasion.”92 He continues,

92 Paul Messaris, Visual Persuasion: The Role of Images in Advertising (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage
Publications, 1997), xiii.

91 Barthes, 156.

90 Roland Barthes, “The Rhetoric of the Image,” in Image -- Music -- Text, trans. Stephen Heath
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), 154-155.
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maintaining that “in the context of advertising, this ‘deficiency’ of visual syntax is

arguably one of its principal strengths.”93 Expounding upon his central thesis, Messaris

identifies two primary explanations that account for indeterminacy’s strength in

advertising. First is the image’s ability to assert things that would appear utterly

preposterous when translated into the explicit written word. He provides as an example

cigarette advertisements that (without making a direct -- and therefore absurd -- claim to

health benefits) imply salubrious qualities by “juxtaposing [images of the product] with

images of vigorous activity.”94 It is clear that this “indeterminacy” functions similarly to

the ornament, in which an outward visual message (these cigarettes are healthy) belies the

advertisement’s end goal (to sell the commodity to the consumer by any means

necessary). Likewise germane to the present investigation is his claim that the image’s

indeterminacy elicits in consumers a feeling of their own participation in creating the

image’s overarching meaning. “[B]ecause a visual argument cannot be entirely

explicit,” Messaris notes, “making sense of it may require of the viewer a greater

degree of mental participation than would otherwise be the case. In a way, therefore,

the viewer’s interpretation of a visual argument is more a product of her or his own

mind than it would be if the argument were completely explicit to begin with.”95

As an illustration of this phenomenon, we look first to Mosttafeln I (Figure 9),

one of Finsler’s photographs from the 1927 Most Chocolate advertising campaign.

This image depicts a set of six rectangular forms, which Finsler has arranged on a flat

95 Messaris, xviii.
94 Messaris, xix.
93 Messaris, xiii.
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surface much as a mason would lay bricks. The forms are separated by flashes of

white negative space that appear regular in their patterning, regardless of the fact that

the viewer encounters them at an oblique angle. Only the subtlest of beveling and

embossing around the forms’ perimeters indicates a volumetric quality in the objects,

which seem to hover over the image field as though they are not material objects at

all, but rather mere design elements. Emblazoned across these forms is the logo for

the Most Chocolate company, whose swooping letters identify the rectangular forms

as bars of dark chocolate. For any consumers unfamiliar with the Most company, the

German word “herb,” (meaning “bitter,” referring to dark chocolate) would help the

viewer puzzle out the forms’ wrapped contents.

This image’s textual component reflects Barthes’ theory of the image, as the

text within Finsler’s photograph is the element that clarifies the message. Moreover,

the advertisement exercises that participatory element that Messaris refers to. Upon

recognizing the connotative meaning of the text -- or, upon recognizing that the

rectangular forms are bars of chocolate and not simply design elements -- the viewer

feels a certain joy in having “figured out” the image. Because the viewer has more or

less “solved” the mystery of what exactly the semi-mysterious rectangular forms

within Mosttafeln I are, she feels as though she has participated in creating meaning

from the image. The act of engagement with the image essentially flatters the viewer,

making her feel as though her intelligence is great enough to crack the image’s code,

so to speak, and arrive at its “meaning.”
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Of course, one must realize at this point that the act of a viewer arriving at the

advertisement’s meaning is essentially just the act of her realizing which product the

advertisement is attempting to sell. In navigating through Finsler’s Mosttafeln I, the

viewer is led from a somewhat abstract and indeterminate image straight to the

commodity object, which is in this case the Most chocolate bar. The joy of solving the

image is thereby more or less imbricated with the product being sold, rendering the

advertised commodity as a reward in and of itself. In Mosttafeln I, reward,

self-flattery, and chocolate are bound up in one another, inseparable.

Returning now to find this indeterminacy in the Neue Sachlichkeit still life, we

look to Leo’s 1931 photograph titled Gläser (Figure 10). Much like a photographic

advertisement, the image appears to exalt the depicted objects. Here the photograph

elevates the glasses beyond their existences as mere glasses, adopting the grammar of the

advertisement in order to reconstitute the objects’ cut crystalline forms into something far

grander than their real-world actuality.

In fact, this boost in aesthetic importance seems almost to raise the glasses beyond

the state of being discrete objects. Where a person encountering these objects in person

would necessarily have to reckon with their dimensional forms, which -- due to their

irrefragable three-dimensionality -- would reemphasize each object’s individuality, the

person who engages with the same glasses in Leo’s photograph finds instead an exercise

in homogeny. In the image, the discontinuous objects coalesce into a single dancing

fractal of engraved vegetal designs, punctuated periodically by yawning, oblique rings

signifying the glasses’ open tops. But even this sign of the glasses’ individuality fails to
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reaffirm their discretion in any meaningful sense, as the refracting of images that

naturally occurs within the confines of the ringed openings similarly flattens each glass

into a mere bearer of pattern. The refraction subtly peels those glasses’ engraved

markings from their embodied form, divorcing them from their dimensionality and

reconstituting what should have been an indicator of discrete volume into pure design.

Thus, rather than seeing a fully dimensional stacking of translucent, patterned objects, the

viewer encounters a compounding of ornament that threatens to dismantle each glass’

individuality.

With the reduction of the glasses to mere patterning, we are confronted with an

over-extrapolation of ornamentality to the point of near absurdity. In Gläser, the design of

the cut crystal becomes so prevalent within the image that the photograph ceases to

represent glasses; ornament overtakes clarity until clarity is no longer present.

Ornamentality has essentially succeeded in dismantling the commodity, which here

stands simply as abstract patterning. Thus, unlike in Finsler’s Mosttafeln I, which draws

the viewer both visually and mentally towards the commodity being sold, Leo’s

Gläser seemingly leads the same viewer away from the commodity depicted. It works

counter to the standard advertisement’s program, selling not the glasses themselves but

rather a world in which the glasses have aided in their own destruction.

Advertising produced in Germany during the 1920s was necessarily bound up in

concerns of mass psychology. This was a corollary not only of the war, in whose

aftermath many blamed Germany’s defeat on perceived widespread Jewish and socialist
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perfidy following the Kiel mutiny and its offshoots, but also of lines of contemporary

thought, which villainized the masses as dangerous and uncontrollable entities.

Gustav Le Bon’s highly influential 1896 text, The Crowd, was a primary

mouthpiece of such ideas, propagating the notion that individuals, once installed within

the crowd’s all-consuming apparatus, are leached of all intellectual faculties and thus

reduced to purely instinct-driven beings. In Le Bon’s words, when the individual

assimilates himself into the crowd, his “unconscious qualities obtain the upper hand.”96

Le Bon argued that this essential quality of the unconscious, which underpins the

transformation of a collective of individuals into a hive-minded crowd, is predicated upon

three main conditions. First is the feeling of invincible power that participation in the

crowd affords the individual, second is the utter contagiousness of any and all ideas

propagated within the confines of the crowd, and third -- and arguably most germane to

the present investigation -- is the veritably hypnotized psychological state that the

individual finds themself in once they have fully integrated into the crowd. This

hypnotized state ensures that the individual is “no longer conscious of his acts,” but is

instead “an automaton who has ceased to be guided by his will.”97

Taking Le Bon’s tripartite theory of the crowd into account, it is easy to see why

mass psychology occupied the forefront of interwar advertising strategy. His initial claim

— that there is a feeling of invincibility related to one’s involvement in the crowd — is

perhaps the least applicable to advertising, but his theory still finds merit in the feeling of

mass camaraderie that takes hold upon the mass purchasing of a singular product, a

97 Le Bon, 18, 19.

96 Gustav Le Bon, “The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind” (Ontario, Canada: Kitchener:
Batoche Books, 2001), 17.
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solidarity through purchasing habits that manifests invincibility. The second claim to

contagiousness lurking within ideas propagated within the crowd again maps onto

contemporaneous theories identifying a broad impulse towards sameness in the modern

individual. Such theories arose within the works of German sociologist Georg Simmel,

who posited that the modern individual desires simultaneously to stand out from and to

assimilate himself into the crowd.98 It would seem logical that the ideal of all

advertisements would address the world as though it were homogenized, thus effectively

homogenizing the world by convincing its inhabitants of their shared desire for a given

commodity, which promises to both make them fit into and stand out from the crowd.

Finally, one may observe in the third prediction perhaps the most potent and pernicious

aspect of advertising: its capacity to act as that external operator that seizes control of

each crowd-forming constituent. Here we see the end-goal of advertising extrapolated out

to its most extreme variant.

Of course, all of the deleterious aspects of the advertisement appear muted,

blocked as they are by the advertisement’s ornamentalizing effects. It is because of the

image’s ornamentalized, disarming indeterminacy that “the audience of advertising [is]

lulled into a forgetful acceptance of this medium’s ultimate aim: a synchronizing and

possibly reifying or even mobilizing control.”99 That is, the act of joyfully leading the

consumer to the commodity object within the advertisement acts as a form of pernicious

ornament in and of itself. This is because the enjoyment of “solving” the image -- and

99 Ward, 128.

98 See Georg Simmel, “The Metropolis and Mental Life,” in Simmel on Culture, ed. David Frisby
and Mike Featherstone (London, UK, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1997), 174–85.
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therefore “finding” the commodity -- obscures the fact that the image, as well as the

commodity depicted within the image, is attempting to control the viewer. Where

ornamentation occludes the commodity itself in Leo’s photograph (and thus precludes the

image from “selling” the drinking glasses and therefore from exercising power over the

viewer), it acts as the mechanism of mass control within Finsler’s photograph when

combined with a textual element. That is, Mosttafeln I obstructs the consumer’s view of

its own advertising program by playfully leading the viewer towards the commodity for

sale before finalizing the transaction by way of text.

Moreover, the still life, rather than masking the latent influence of the commodity

as the advertisement does, in fact reveals a level of discomfort surrounding the

commodity. I have already addressed this aspect of still life in chapter two with regard to

theories of the uncanny, but I would like to return to this subject as it pertains to the

photograph’s indeterminacy regarding what the image is “selling.”

For this I look first to Leo’s circa 1930 photograph, Handschuhe (Figure 11). This

photograph depicts two leather gloves lying on an unmarked, smooth surface. The

leftmost glove is turned in such a way that its palm faces upwards towards the viewer,

while the rightmost glove is oriented with its palm downwards. Both gloves bear the

marks of repeated use. Crinkled divots impress each finger of the left glove, denoting the

locations where the wearer’s joints have stressed the glove’s material. Waved wrinkles

striate the remainder of the glove to again indicate where the clothing article most

commonly accommodates moving body parts. On the right-hand glove, an even
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distribution of wrinkles bolt across the leather, creating a mottled surface that catches the

light streaming in from the image’s leftmost side.

Immediately, the image appears uncanny. As anthropomorphic objects, the gloves

present themselves as hands, which are simultaneously familiar in their overall shape but

strange in their lack of requisite bodily features -- fingernails, for example, or articulated

joints. They are made even stranger by the fact that they are oriented in positions that

almost make them assume the status of being the viewer’s own hands. The gloves’

positions are reminiscent of the motions one makes when inquisitively observing her own

hands while in a state of shock or awe, during which she rotates the body parts back and

forth in order to visualize all of their constituent planes. Thus the gloves seem at once to

be familiar adornments on the viewer’s corporeal form while also appearing foreign

because the viewer is always aware that the gloves do not in fact contain her own hands.

A sizable dent in the back of the rightmost glove again redoubles the strangeness of the

image because it reveals that there is no hand residing within the glove’s interior. Were a

hand to be present within the glove, it would fill the garment to such an extent that no

such dent would be possible. The absence of the hand emphasizes the humanoid qualities

of the gloves, which now act as uncanny approximations of true human hands, mirroring

the body part in form only obliquely.

Unlike Mosttafeln I, in which the indeterminacy of the photographic image

eventually leads the viewer towards the commodity in a pleasant fashion, Leo’s

Handschuhe seems to engage with indeterminacy in such a way that they viewer comes

away from the image confused or repulsed by whatever the image “sells.” Initially, it is
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unclear whether or not the image is actually attempting to sell the viewer a product as an

advertisement would. Although the gloves are ornamentalized by virtue of the fact that in

photographic form they are no longer useful as gloves, they do not seem especially

appealing as commodity objects ripe for consumption. As has been previously noted, the

gloves adopt an uncanny valence, becoming both familiar and unfamiliar in their

appearance. Because of this, the image does not do much to entice the viewer towards the

commodities, which seem unsettling in their uncanny qualities. Where the chocolate bars

within Mosttafeln I are neutral or positive in their outward valences, the gloves succeed

instead in disturbing the viewer.

Thus, although Handschuhe presents the viewer with the basic visual grammar of

an advertisement, it does not succeed in actually leading the viewer to the commodity in

any pleasurable sense. It rather seems to move the viewer through the image in such a

way that it increasingly displays the more malicious qualities of the commodities. But,

due to the photograph’s indeterminant qualities, even this display of perniciousness does

not seem wholly explicit, arguably unnerving the viewer that much more.

The same is true in Leo’s Gläser, to return to an earlier image. Though the glasses

are themselves aestheticized by virtue of their ornamentality, the viewer is not led

towards the depicted commodities in any explicit sense. Rather, she views a world in

which the glasses dissipate into pure ornament; they are beautiful yet impossible to

consume as commodity objects, having wholly departed from their reified forms.

Moreover, beyond being deconstructed objects in and of themselves, the glasses seem to

dismantle the very world that they inhabit. The glasses rest upon a solid light-colored
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surface, which stands before a much darker background. It is logical to assume that the

surface on which the glasses stand is wholly flat, but the multiple layers of glasses refract

the background in such a way that the surface appears to shatter, its linearity torn asunder

by those commodities it supports. The sheer ornamentality of the glasses thus succeeds in

obliterating themselves and their surroundings to the point at which the viewer is unsure

as to whether she should revel in the objects’ beauty or fear the commodities’ destructive

power. Unlike Finsler’s Mosttafeln I, this image is not explicit in selling any given

commodity.

It is possible that, as Barthes would likely argue, the inclusion of script would

wrest Leo’s photographs from the grasp of indeterminacy. Of course, the image’s

movement away from indeterminacy could adopt a form that either works against a

capitalist agenda or for it. Benjamin maintained that the artist must pair the image with

text “that wrenches it from modish commerce and gives it a revolutionary use value.”100

As evidenced by Finsler’s Mosttafeln I, the opposite may also occur: text can reinforce

the advertisement’s capacity to sell by directing the viewer towards the commodity

being advertised. It was in fact Benjamin who noted that “[s]cript -- having found, in

the book, a refuge in which it can lead an autonomous existence -- is pitilessly dragged

out onto the street by advertisements and subjected to the brutal heteronomies of

economic chaos.”101 Moreover, Benjamin observed that “advertisement force[s] the

101 Walter Benjamin, “Attested Auditor of Books,” in The Work of Art in the Age of Its
Technological Reproducibility, and Other Writings on Media, ed. Michael Jennings, Brigid Doherty, and
Thomas Levin, trans. Edmund Jephcott, Rodney Livingstone, and Howard Eiland (Cambridge, MA: The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 171.

100 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer,” 87.
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printed word entirely into the dictatorial perpendicular,” thereby facilitating its execution

of control over the viewing consumer.102

But these Neue Sachlichkeit still life artists have eschewed any textual

component, instead fully leaning into the photographs’ indeterminacy. I argue that, by

allowing the still life’s indeterminacy to be on full display, the artist (intentionally or not)

allows the depicted objects to project a more nuanced program. That is, the objects

display themselves as things that both attract and disgust. They flirt with beauty and

ornamentality while simultaneously proffering their more strange and deleterious

properties as subjective commodities.

It is because of this indeterminacy that the viewer of the Neue Sachlichkeit still

life may exercise her own agency over the depicted commodities. In the absence of any

sort of text that could direct her reading of the image, the viewer may ascribe her own

reading to the object, contending with the object imbued with subjectivity directly.

Benjamin argued in 1934 that the average person, by virtue of their constant

exposure to textual media, is primed to impress their own viewpoint on the world,

maintaining that “[t]he reader is at all times ready to become a writer—that is, a describer

or even a prescriber.”103 A similar quality of active participation arises within the viewer

of the Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph. Rather than being led towards the

beautified commodity as one is when contending with an advertisement, the viewer of the

Neue Sachlichkeit still life contends with the image’s indeterminacy in order to unmask

103 Walter Benjamin, “The Newspaper,” in Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings, 1931-1934, ed.
Howard Eiland, Michael Jennings, and Gary Smith, trans. Rodney Livingstone, 2nd ed., vol. 2 (Cambridge,
MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 741.

102 Benjamin, “Attested Auditor of Books,” 171-172.
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information about the objects that the image depicts. She can see the commodities for

their beauty in photographic form while also observing their more malicious qualities as

subjective commodities. In these images, all is laid bare before her eyes, and she may in

turn see the mendacity inherent to the advertisement, which is explicit in its directing of

her interpretation.  These are not images of mass coercion or capitalism like the

advertisement. The Neue Sachlichkeit still life photograph instead affords the viewing

consumer her own agency in the face of the commodity.
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Conclusion

In 1934, Walter Benjamin castigated Neue Sachlichkeit photography as a whole,

arguing that it displayed to the viewer a malicious ornament bearing a fallacious

“objective” title. “[I]t is one of its political functions,” he continued, “to renew from

within -- that is, fashionably -- the [capitalist] world as it is.”104 He thus viewed such a

genre of photography as necessarily regressive and conservative, aligning it more closely

with advertising than with any sort of socially engaged art. Perspectives regarding this

photographic genre have sided with Benjamin’s opinion until recent years.

Yet it is within the seemingly most conservative aspect of the Neue Sachlichkeit

photograph -- its ornamentality -- that the image adopts a more revolutionary use value.

Looking specifically at the Neue Sachlichkeit still life, I have averred that the

ornamentality of the still life image imbues the depicted objects with an animacy, and

therefore an agency, that reconstitutes these images’ internal programs. Rather than

beguiling the viewer with a falsely beautified world, these images uncover for the viewer

the pernicious agency inherent to the commodities depicted.  Because of this, they call

attention to the fact that the commodities themselves are in fact ornamental outputs of the

capitalist system, thus affording the consumerist viewer a new level of agency. Rather

than grasping the Neue Sachlichkeit still life as a vessel for occlusive conservatism, we

should understand it as a visual crystallization of the process of unveiling.

104 Benjamin, “The Author as Producer,” 87.
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Figures

Figure 1: Leo, Gerda, Untitled, ca. 1930, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum Moritzburg,
Halle.

Figure 2: Biermann, Aenne, Hummerschere, ca. 1930, silver gelatin print.
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Figure 3: Biermann, Aenne, Zerbrochenes Ei, ca. 1930, silver gelatin print.

Figure 4: Biermann, Aenne, Wärmflaschen, n.d., silver gelatin print.
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Figure 5: Leo, Gerda, Halsketten, ca. 1930, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum
Moritzburg, Halle.

Figure 6: Leo, Gerda, Korbgeflecht, ca. 1929, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum
Moritzburg, Halle.
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Figure 7: Leo, Gerda, Papiere, 1928, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum Moritzburg,
Halle.

Figure 8: Biermann, Aenne, Früchtekorb, ca. 1933, silver gelatin print.
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Figure 9: Finsler, Hans, Mosttafeln I, ca. 1927, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum
Moritzburg, Halle.

Figure 10: Leo, Gerda, Gläser, 1931, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum Moritzburg,
Halle.
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Figure 11: Leo, Gerda, Handschuhe, ca. 1930, silver gelatin print, Kunstmuseum
Moritzburg, Halle.
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